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INTRODUCTION 
Cattlemen recently have recognized a need for a more 
accurate appraisal of the mothering ability of the brood 
cow. Interest has been aroused in production testing 
programs which are based upon the keeping of an orderly set 
of records on each cow. Weights and grades of the calves at 
weaning are the usual criteria upon which these production 
tests are based. The records usually are adjusted for the 
major temporary sources of variation by the use of correc-
tion factors which may or may not have been calculated from 
the data to which they are applied . The purp ose of these 
corrections is to make selection for mothering ability more 
effective by standardizing the records of all cows to a 
common basis for appraisal . 
Many traits of economic importance .in bee£ cattle vary 
in expression from time to time in the same animal due 
largely to temporary environmental inf'luences. To improve 
the efficiency of phenotypic selection, the variation due to · 
these environmental peculiarities must be reduced. Correc-
tion factors are applied to prodUction records in an effort 
to standardize .them to what they might have been if the 
environmental conditions had been constant. It is 
impossible to measure accurately all of the effects of 
environment . The use of standard correction factors is not 
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likely to make the most appropriate adjustment .for each 
individual record . However , their proper use does remove 
the average effects of certain extraneous factors which 
permits more effective selection, It is usually worthwhile 
to correct for the most important sources of variation only. 
Production in range beef cattle may be measured by 
weight, rate of gain , appraised value, oonf'ormation score , 
or any combination of these traits. At a given age, these 
traits occur only once in the life of an individual . It is 
only when these traits are considered as characteristics of 
the sire or dam that repeated records become available for 
predicting the producing ability of the parent s . 
An estimate o.f the producing ability of the beef cow 
must be obtained early in her productive life if it is to be 
of much value in selection. The repeatability of the trait 
which predicts production must be known in order to 
determine the number of records necessary to make selection 
effective early in the cow's life and to compare more 
accurately cows with varying numbers or records . 
Repeatability is the correlation between recurrent 
expressions of a t rait by the same animal . Therefore, the 
repeatability of a cow ' s producing ability as measured by 
the adjusted weights of her ealves is obtained by correlat-
ing the weights of two or more offspring produced by that 
cow. It is that fraction of the total variance among 
corrected records which is due to permanent differe~ces 
between cows . This .fraction includes that portion or the 
variance due to additive genetic effects and the effects of 
dominance and epistasis . In addition, it includes any 
environmental inf'luences which permanently affect the 
performance of an . individual . Since some of this permanent 
difference between cows may be non-transmissible , repeata-
bility should be as great as , and usually greater , than 
heritability . The repeatability of a trait may be deter-
mined by three methods: (1) t .he correlation of different 
records by the same cow, (2) the regression of subsequent 
records on earlier records by the same cow, and (3) the 
intraclass correlation obtained from an analysis of 
variance. 
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The present study was undertaken to determine the value 
of using the weights of calves at 112 days of age to 
estimate the productive ability of range beef cows and to 
predict 210- day weaning weights of the same calves . An 
attempt also was made to evaluate some of the factors which 
cause variations in calf weights at both 112 days and 210 
days of age . Correction terms obtained for these effects at 
the two ages were compared to determine the relative 
importance of the influence o~ these variables on weights at 
the two ages . 
The weaning age of 210 days was selected for study 
since this is the average age at which a large portion of 
the calves are weaned in Oklahoma and adjoining areas . 
There were several reasons for studying the weights of 
calves at 112 days of age as a possible selection criterion 
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for cow productivity, It was thought that the milking 
ability of the cow might be more .apparent at the earlier age 
of her calf than at weaning time. Calves which suckle their 
dams on pasture eat more grass as they become older, Calves 
produced by cows which are poor milkers might be expected to 
eat more grass than those calves produced by good milking 
cows . Some breeders creep feed their calves during the 
suckling period . There is some evidence that the effects of 
creep feeding do not manifest themselves in the weights of 
the calves until they are over four months of age . Weights 
at 112 days of age might be of more value than later weights 
to estimate the mothering ability of the cows if the prac-
tice of creep feeding is followed. 
Bull calves often are castrated between two and four 
months of age . It was thought that the use of weights at 
112 days of a ge might minimize the differences in weights 
between those male calves kept for bulls and those which 
were castrated. It is known that differences in climatic 
conditions which occur within the same year in Oklahoma 
influence differently the weights of calves dropped at 
various times in the calving season. It was thought that 
wei ghts obtained at the earlier age might be influenced less 
by seasonal variations than weights at 210 days of age. 
It may be to the advantage· of the breeder to handle the 
cows which he intends to cull from the herd differently from 
those which are to be retained . If he could estimate 
reliably the producing ability of his cows earlier 1n the 
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summer, the poor producing cows and their calves could be 
sorted from the herd and placed on supplemental pasture to 
get them in a more favorable condition for market . It 
sometimes becomes necessary to reduce the size of the 
breeding herd during the summer. Occasionally , conditions 
arise which produce a favorable market for slaughter cows 
during the summer. An earlier evaluation of productivity 
would allow the breeder to cull poor producers from the herd 
to his economic advantage. Purebred breeders, who prefer 
not to register calves by cows which will be culled from the 
herd , and breeders who produce calves to be marketed as 
veal , could make practical use of an earlier weight in 
appraising cow productivity. 
It was recognized that, if variation in persistency of 
lactation is great among beef cows, the weights of calves at 
112 days of age might not be a reliable indication of 
weaning weight . 
In the current study, repeatability estimates of 112-
day and 210-day weights were calculated by two methods to 
determine their relative value in selecting cows on the 
basis of their first calves' weights at the two ages . 
Correlation coefficients were obtained between 112-day and 
210- day weights to indicate t he degree of accuracy in 
predicting weaning weights from the earlier weights . 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Rollins and Guilbert (1954) reported the results of a 
study on repeatability of growth rate of beef calves from 
birth to four months of age and of 240-day weights of the 
same calves. The study included weights of 159 purebred 
Hereford oalves from 57 dams obtained during the period from 
1944 through 1951. The herd was maint ained as a single unit 
on irrigated pasture during the summer and was wintered on a 
meadow range. Spring- dropped calves received no supplement 
during t he suckling period , while calves suckling during the 
winter were creep-fed alfalfa hay . Birth weights were not 
obtained and the first weight was taken at an age somewhere 
between birth and one month of age for all calves. Succes-
sive monthly weights were taken throughout the suckling 
period , and the calves were weaned as a group as near 240 
days of age as possible. 
Adjustments for differences in ages of calves, sex, 
year and season of birth, and ages of dam reduced the vari-
ance of individual rates of gain 31 per cent and the 
variance of individual weaning weights 55 per cent. The 
intraclass correlation of corrected records by t he same cow, 
as obtained by t he ratio of variances method~ provided the 
repeat ability estimate of .34 for rate of growth from birth 
to four months of age and the estimat e or . 48 for 240-day 
6 
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weaning weight . Upper and lower limit s of t~e 95 pe~ c~nt 
confidence interval for the two traits were . 51 and . 16, and 
. 63 and . 30 , respectively. The correlation between the two 
adjusted traits was . 91 when calculated on a between- dams 
basis . The magnitude of this correlation and the size of 
the repeatability estimates for the two traits suggested 
that the maternal influence of the dam was expressed 
throughout the entire suckling period . 
The data from 25 cows with three or more records 
provided a eorre1ation of . 48 between growth from birth to 
four months of a cow ' s first calf and the average 240- day 
weight of her second and third calves . According to this 
estimate , 23 per cent of the variance of the average weaning 
weight of a cow ' s second and third calves was explained by 
the rate of growth from birth to four months of the first 
calf. On the basis of four months' gain of their first 
calves , the five cows with the lowest records were con-
sidered as culled , and the remaining twenty cows were 
considered as selected tor herd replacements . The selected 
cows • second and third calves averaged 23 pounds heavier at 
240 days of age than those of the "culled" cows . The 
authors concluded that some culling of first calf heifers on 
the basis of their calves • weights early 1n the suckling 
period would be ef~ective. 
Krasnov and Pak (1939) reported a correlation of .50 
between birth weight and weight at four months of age . The 
8 
correlations between birth weight and adult weight were .56 
. . 
for males and ,41 for females. 
Knapp et al. (1942) reported that their study on the 
effects of various factors on birth weights and weaning 
weights indicated that sex of the calf, sire, and age of dam 
had significant effects on both traits. The data analyzed 
included records on 770 calves produced by 112 cows. 
Analysis of the data indicated that about 19 per cent of the 
variance in birth weights was accounted for by differences 
in cows, while 20 per cent of the variance in weaning 
weights was due to eow influences. The study included a 
select population of cows, all of which were capable of 
producing large calves. The authors concluded that more 
than 20 per cent of the variance in calf weights in a 
random-selected population could be attributed to differ-
ences between cows. 
Koger and Knox (1947) reported the results of a study 
of the repeatability of yearly production in range beef 
cows . The records included weaning data on about 900 calves 
dropped during the period 1935 to 1945, including only those 
from cows that produced their first calf at three years of 
age and yearly thereafter as long as their calf records were 
included. The study included 77 cows wit h five-yaar-
records, 96 with four-year-records, 121 with three-year-
records , and 142 with two-year-records. Comparisons were 
made within groups of cows that came into production in the 
same year . The relatively constant environment of each 
group might tend to give higher est~ates than would be 
expected under different conditions~ 
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Weights were adjusted to a standard age of 205 days , 
and corrections were made for the effects of sex of calf, 
age of dam, and years . Correlat ion and regression coeffi-
cients for various combinations of weaning weights and 
grades of calves were determined for adjacent records by the 
same cow. All correlation coefficients were highly signifi-
cant. The average correlation between the weaning weights 
of all adjacent calves was .49. The correlation between 
weaning weights of first calves and second calves was . 66 . 
When the weight of the first calf was compared with the 
averages of various combinations of subsequent weights , 
correlations varied from .51 to .53. The averages of the 
first two calf weights compared with various combinations of 
subsequent weights provided correlations varying from .54 to 
.59 . The inclusion of the second record did not increase 
. . 
materially the correlations. Cow differences accounted for 
51 per cent of the variance in calf weights , based on cows 
with five records. 
The average score of three judges determined the grades 
of the calves. The correlation between g~ades of the first 
and second calves by the s ame cow was .24. The inclusion of 
the second record with. the first materially increased the 
correlation with subsequent records . Analysis of variance 
indicated that differences in cows accounted for about 33 
per cent of the variance in calf grades. It was concluded 
that differences in maternal ability were expressed more 
freely in weaning weight than in grade , since all cows 
seemingly gave sufficient milk for the calf to reach the 
grade allowed by its conformation. 
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Gregory and coworkers (1950) described a similar study 
in which repeatability estimates were obtained for birth 
weight , weaning weight, and gain from birth to weaning . The 
data were obtained from two sources and were treated 
separately in all analyses because of di~fering environmental 
conditions. Some of the cows ee.lved first as two-year-olds, 
and the remainder calved first at three years of age. The 
ages of the dams and years of calving were completely 
confounded. The data were analyzed on an intra-year, intra-
lot basis , and sex correction was necessary only for birth 
weight. Sire differences were not significant either for 
gains to weaning or for weaning weights , as determined by a 
few progeny in each sire group . Birth and weaning weights 
were collected at the North Platte St ation, Nebraska , in 
1936 for 33 calves. Birt h weights for 248 calves and 
weaning weights for 237 calves were obtained from 1944 
through 1947 at that station. These calves were dropped in 
March and April and were weaned near 200 days of age. 
Seventy-four birth weights and sixty-nine weaning weights 
were obtained from the Valentine Station during 1935 and 
1936. These calves were dropped in May and June and were 
weaned near 150 days of age. 
Correlations between first and second records made by 
the same cow were higher than those f or any other combina-
tio.n of records in all three t raits studied . Correlation 
coefficients !'or ·various combinations ranged from -.12 to 
. 24 for birth weight , from . 35 to .50 for weaning weight , 
and from . 38 to .57 for gain from birt h to weaning . The 
correlations between birth weight and weaning weight were 
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. 27 at North Platte and . 60 at Valentine . The correlations 
between birth weight and gain to weaning were . 07 and .44 at 
North Platte and Valentine, respectively . Correlat ion and 
regression coefficients f or vari ous cow- calf weight relation-
ships were presented . Heritability estimates as obtained by 
paternal half- sib correlations were .45 and 1 . 00 for birth 
weight , .• oo and .45 for gain from birth to weaning, and . 26 
and .52 for weaning weight , from the North Platte and 
Valentine data , respectively. 
Koch (1951) analyzed weaning weight data obtained from 
745 calves produced by 180 cows . The calves were dropped in 
April and May and were weaned in October . Weights we~e 
adjusted for differences in ages of calves , sex , year , age 
of dam , inbreeding of calves , and inbreeding of cows . The 
repeatability estimate of weaning weight , determined by 
means of a rat io of variances , was .52, with upper and lower 
limits at the 95 per cent level of con:f'idence of . 60 and .44, 
respectively. The average uncorrected weight of all calves 
was 393 pounds . The standard deviation of adjusted weights 
was 27 pounds . The average age at weaning was 176 days . 
The average inbreeding or all cows was .5.9 per eent, Hhile 
that for all calves was 12.4 per cent. 'lne regression of 
calf weight on inbreeding of' the dam was -2.54 poum s for 
12 
each l per cent .of inbx•eeding, while the regression of' 
weight on th€l calf 1s ovm inbrc;eding W8is -.L~B of a pound :ror 
each l par cant of' 1nb:r:>eeding. 
Botkin and Whatley (19.53) reported the results of a 
s·~udy of repea.tabi.l:tty of produetion :tn range beef cows. 
1111.e data included birth ·weights and weaning 1;,1eights of 
calves produced in herds at t;c10 locations. Birth weights 
'Mere available for 620 calves and weaning weights for 603 
calves produced by 1.51 cows at the Stillwater Station from 
1944 through 1951. Birth weights and ueaning weights were 
available tor 98 calves produced by 49 cows at the Fort Reno 
Station during 1950 and 19!,l. The cows in the Stillwater 
herd calved f'irst at three years of age, ·while the group at 
Fort Reno calv$d first as t"t-Jo-yea:r-o1ds. The calv0s were 
dropped largely in February, Mareh, and April, with a few 
¢oming in January and May. The calves were weaniad as a 
group in October eaeh year. The calves were with their dams 
on range throughout the suckling period without access to a 
creep, w.1th the mwaption of one group of' 26 calves: which 
was e;r,eep-fed during the st.tnwer of' 1951. 
B.irth weights were corrected for the e.ff'eets of sex of 
,...,:,. 
the es.lf', G'kga of dam., and ye~.r. ·t·Jeaning weights were 
adjusted to a standard age of 210 days by use of' the age 
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age of dam, and year. Repeatabilities. of birth weight, 
weaning weight, and gain f'rom birth to weaning were deter-
mined by two methods: (1) the intraclass correlation 
between calves by the same cow and (2) the regression of 
subsequent records on earlier records by the same cow. The 
repeatability estimate for weaning v-reight, calculated as the 
ratio of variance between cows to the. total variance, was 
.43, with upper and lower limits at the 95 per cent confi-
dence level of .55 and .29, respectively. The estimate 
obtained from the regression of second records on first 
records was .,11 while the regression of all subsequent 
records on the first gave an estimate of .49. The repeata-
bility estimates of birth weight were .18t based on the 
intraclass correlation of' re<10.rds by the same cow, and .14 
as determined by the regression o.f all subsequent records on 
the first. The estimate obtained for the portion of the 
variance due to p·ermanent di£f.erences between cows for gain 
from birth to weaning was .38 by both methods. The authors 
concluded that the very low producers could be culled on the 
basis of their first calves• weaning weights with little 
danger of culling the average or above average cows and that 
birth weight was not nearly as useful as weaning weight .in 
measuring cow productivity. 
Koeh and Clark (195,a) reported estimates of heritabil-
ity and repeatability and genetic and environmental 
relationships for several traits of economic importance in 
beef cattle. ?he data were colleetad. .from the registered 
and grade Hereford herds at the u. s. Range Livestock 
Experiment Station., Miles City, Montana, during the period 
' . ~ - . 
1926 through 19.51 and included records from 4,553 calves by 
137 different aires. Weaning weights were standardized to 
182 days: of age. Adjustments were made: for the affects or 
sex., age of dam., year, lin-0 of breeding, inbreeding among 
lines,, and sire. Repeatability estimates., as detern1ined by 
maternal half-sib eo:rrelations f'rom the pooled data of all 
lines, were a-s follows: .26 :fo:r birth weight; .34 for 
weaning weight; .34 for gain from birth to weaning; a.nd .20 
for fall yearling weight. Heritability estimates were 
computed from paternal hali'-sib analyses. The estimates 
obtained for birth weight, weaning weight, gain from birth 
to weaning, ~nd yearling weight were .JS, .• 24, .• 21, a!ld .. 47, 
respectively. The genetic correlation between birth weight 
and gain fr•om birth to weaning was .46., indicating that many 
of ths same genes affected p;r,enatal and postnatal growth to 
weaning. The genetic correlation between yearling gain and 
gain from birth to weaning was -.05, indicating almost 
complete genetic independence of gain for the two peri.ods. 
Rollins and· Wagnon (19.56) analyzed weaning ·weights of 
577 calves to estimate repeatability and heritability of 
weaning weight in herds subjected to diverse environmental 
conditions. Ona herd o:f grade cows received supplemental 
feed during the late SUIID.'ller, fall., and winter, while the 
other herd received no supplemental feed. The two herds 
were maintained under conditions otherwise similar. 
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Repeatability ost:.t:rnates were .51 and .)l} in the hel'"ds 
subjected to high and low nut:rit:lonal regimes, respectively. 
H01•itability estimates, aa doter-mined by paternal half-sib 
correlations, we1 .. a .09 for weaning ·weight o:f the calves in 
the herd on the high level of nutrition and .54 for calves 
produced in the he1"d that received no supplemental feed. 
'I'ha 95 per cent confidence intervals dete:rmi11ed for both 
repeatability and heritability estimates covered the two 
estimates for both traits. The authors concluded that the 
two levels of nutrition had no signif.:i.cant effect on esti-
mates of repeatability and heritability. 
Knapp and lfordskog (194.6) reported heritability esti-
n1ates for birth weight and weaning weight as determined by 
two methods. Data analyzed were weight records fron1 177 
steer calves by 23 sires. Est;imates obtained i'rom paternal 
half-sib correlations were .23 for birth weight and .12 for 
weaning weight, while those obtained from the regression of 
offspring on sire were .34 :for birth weight and .30 for 
weaning weight. 
Knapp and Clark (19.50) reported heritability est.iraates 
of weight at several ages. from an intra-year, intra-station 
analysis, be.sod on p~ternal halt-sib correlations. From the 
progeny of' 110 Hereford s:.t:res, the estimate obtained for. 
birth weight uas .53, while that £01" weaning weight was .28. 
The estimates obtained for growth aftel'.' irreaning were of a 
grea:ter magnitude, the highest b0i:ng .86 for fins.l feedlot 
weight at 15 months of age. By the similar analysis o:f 
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comparable data, Shelby et al. (1955), reported heritability 
estinlates o:f .72 f'or birth weight and ,23 for weaning 
weight. 
Koch and Clark (1955b) reported heritability estimates 
for several traits in beef cattle, as determined by the 
regression of offspring on dam and the regression of progeny 
average on sire, From the analysis of' records on 4,234 
ealvea from 1,231 dams, estimates tor birth weight were .!~4 
and ,35, and for weaning weight., .11 and .2.5, as determined 
by the of'fspr1n$-dam_re~ess~on and th~ prog;eny-sire 
regression, respectively. Koch and Clark (195.5c) reported 
the resul.ts of a study aimed at evaluating the maternal 
influence of cows in the phenotypic expression of traits in 
their calves other than that f'rom genes transmitted to the 
calves by their dams. Heritability estimates :t:01 .. various 
traits were determined with maternal environment taken into 
account. Estimates obtained for birth weight, wsaning 
weight, and gain to weaning weFa .42, .19, and .12, respec-
tively. 
Several workers have estimated the permanent dif'ference 
between dairy cows in milk and butterfat production. Others 
have studied the importance and nature of persistency of 
lactation in dairy cattle. 
Lush and Arnold (1937) compared lifetime averages of 
676 daughters and their dams to obtain an estimate o.f the 
aetual variation between records that could be attributed to 
permanent dif'f"erenees between cows and to ascertain what 
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share of these permanent differences were transr11issible,. 
Cows raated to the same sire were divided into high and low 
lines on the basis of their .fat production in the first 
lac·l;ation tasted. The l""egression of later records toward 
the herd average measured the extent to which difi'erences in 
the fi:r•st records were due to temporary environm.ente.l 
influences, The differences between the average records of 
the daughters; o:r the two groups oi' cows, wh.en doubled and 
divided by the average difference between the first reco1.,ds 
o:f their dams, measured the degree to which variations :tn 
single records were inherited and the araount of gain which 
could be obtained in the first generation of' selection. The 
estimate obtained for repea.tab:i..lity o:f milk production was 
0.43, and that for the inherited portion of the variation 
was 0.28. This left 15 per cent o.f the variation due to 
per1nanent, but non-transmissible, di.ff.'erences between cows. 
Dickerson (1940) analyzed the data of 1,574 lactations 
trom 274 Holstein coi,,rs to de·termine what adjustments for 
environmental ini'luenoea were advisable when comparing cows 
in their butterfat producing ability. The average within-
her·d co1-..relation between recoi"ds by the same cow was the 
criterion used in evaluating these adjustments !tnd in 
comparing five kinds of adjusted records. Repeatability 
estimates were obtained on the unadjusted production records 
at 240 days, 305 days, 365 days, a:nd total lactation. These 
estimates ranged .from 0.23 for 240-day records to 0.26 for 
tot~.l. lactation. Adjusting the records for age o:r the cow 
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signi:ficantly raised the repeatability estimates o:f all five 
kinds of' records, the increase being greater for 2~.0-day and 
305-day records than for longer lactation records. Similar-
ly, correction for calving interval to a 36.5-day basis 
sign1:ficantly increased the repeatability estimate by 
:reducing the variation among records by the same cow and 
increasing the variation between cow means. 
Berry (19Lr.5) analyzed data obtained from H.I.R. 
Yearbooks to obtain gross and intra-herd correlations on 
butterfat production between different records by the same 
cow and between parent and offspring. Correlations of 
various combinations of records were determined by the use 
of path coeffieientso The analyses of records.of 454 
Holstein cows gave gross repeatabilities for.butterfat. 
production of o.l~1 for six-record-cows and 0 • .38 for seven ... 
record-cows. The correlations obtained between single 
records and various combinations o.f. records by the same cow 
were in close agreement with the expected values. The major 
inc1:,,ease in the reliability of esti.rna.ting later production 
from early records came from the addition of the second 
reco1~d to the first. Inclusion of records beyond the third 
contributed little additional inf'o:rmation. 
Madden et al. (1955) studied the effectiveness or using 
partial records in selection f'or increased milk and fat 
production. The data consisted of 599 production records by 
253 Holstein cows compiled from 19Li.O thl?ough 1952. Herita-
bility estimates were obtained for monthly and cumulative 
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milk and butterfat production by the intra-sire regression 
of daughter's production on d.am's production. Heritabtlity 
estimates for single month milk and. fat production and for 
cv..mulative month milk and fat production were .15, .09, .25, 
and .19, respectively •. Repeatability estiJ:nates for the same 
traits, in that order, e.s determined by lntraclass correla-
tions were .~·l, .32, .57, and .51, re~pectively.. Both 
repeatability and heritability estimates decreased for latex 
single months, The authors concluded that this was an 
in.dication of increased effects of temporary enviro.nmental 
influences on production in the latter stage of lactation 
which suggested that persistency of lactation was determined 
primarily by extraneous environmental sources rather than by 
inherent qualities of the cow. 
Ludwick and others (191+3) studied the genetic aspects 
of persistency of lactation in several breeds of dairy 
cattle. The first lactation was more persistent tha.r1 later 
ones, and younger cows were more persistent than older cows. 
Persistency values for the second and all subsequent lacta-
tions ·were about 10 per cent less than each preceding one. 
The three most important sources of variation in persistency 
were age of the cow, ·frequency of milking, and length of the 
calving interval. The authors postulated that a. major 
portion of the variation in persistency is probably the 
result of the "inheritance of factors or genes which govern 
the development and rate of fimction of various endocrine 
glands, the interaction and interdependence of such glands, 
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or the i:nh.erited 01 ... acquired abilit;y of various tissues to 
respond to va1::>ious glandular secretions. The mode of 
. . 
inheritance is undoubtedly complex. n 
Mahadevan (1951) studied persistency of lactation from 
5,000 lactation records of Ayrshire cattle in Scotland. 
Numerical expressions of persistency were obtained by the 
use of the :rorr11ula 
· t - A-B persis ency - ----, B 
in 1,,1h1ch A represented the milk yield during the first 180 
days and B was the ini.tial milk yield during the first ten 
weeks of lactation. The data we1"e corrected for the 
variance due to age of dam, first calve.rs having a highe!' 
persistancy than older cows. The repeatability estimate for 
persistency, based on the intr1a-cow correlation within herds, 
was .24. The estimates obtained for heritability indicated 
that only about 10 to 15 per cent of the total variance was 
attributable to additive genetic differences in persistency. 
The authors concluded that the iurprovement of management 
practices would he the 111ost advisable met;hod of' making 
immediate improvement in persistency of lactation. 
Sidwell and Grandstaff (l9Li.9) ana1yzed the weaning 
weights of 1,.506 lambs from 414 Navajo ewes. Six environ-
mental factors were found to have significant effects on 
·weaning weights. Ane,lysis of variance of' t1eights adjusted 
for the ef'feet.s of year of' birth, age of ewes, breeding of 
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sire, type of birth, sex, and age of the lamb allowed the 
computation of the repeatability estimate of' .22 f'or weaning 
weight. 
Hazel and Te1"rill (191~5) estimated the heritability_ of 
weaning weight in range Hambouillet lambs. The average of 
four estimates 011tained by paternal half-sib correlations 
was ,27, while the average o:r the four estimates obtained 
by the 111.tra-sire regression of of:f.spring on dam was ,3Lt·• 
In a later report, Hazel and Terrill (1946) estimated the 
herit:1bilit:y of weaning weight from data gathered from three 
flocks of Columbia, Corriedale, and Targhee swes. Estimates 
obtained by means o:r paternal half-sib correlations and 
offspring-dam regressions gave estimates ranging from -.Ol 
to .Li.5. The average estiraate :tor all three breeds combined 
was .17. 
Nelson and Venkatachalam {1949} reported heritability 
estimates for birth weight and weaning weight of lambs f'rom 
"&Jeight records of five breeds gathe:r>ed durin.g 19~.5 through 
1948. Significant portions of the variation in these 
weights were due to di:f:ferences in sex, single or multiple 
birth, and age of dnm. On the average, female lambes weighed 
5 per cent less than r,1ales at birth and 6 per cent less at 
wea11ing. Lambs from m.a ture e·wes were 10 per cent heavier 
than those from two-year-olds at birth and 5 per cent 
heavier at weaning. Single lambs were 22 per cent heavi.er 
than twin~ at birth and 17 per cent heavier at weaning. 
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Weights were adjusted for each of' these effects before 
. . 
heritabili~y estim.ate.s were calculated. Estimates were 
obtained for each breed separately and werE? then coI11bined by 
weighting each estimate by the reciprocal of its squared 
standard error,. Weighted averages or the heritability 
estimates obtained by two methods were .61 for birth weight 
and .33 fo.:r weaning weight. 
Th.a results of several studies or repeatability and 
heritability of weights at different ages in swine have been 
reported. Bywaters (19.37) analyzed the variance in 60 ... day 
weaning weights of 1,633 Poland-China pigs in 271 litters to 
determine the relative importance of heredity and environ-
ment in eaua:i.ng W$1ght variations. The heredity of the pig 
accounted for 18 per cent of' the total variation,. while only 
4 per cent was due to the additive genetic effect. I!inviron-
ment comm.on to litter mates made up 40 per cent of' the total 
variance., leaving 42per cent attributable to environment 
not e01umo11 to litter ma.tes. Six.teen per cent of the total 
variance was accounted tor by age of dam and season of 
farroiring., while that portion attributable to permanent 
differences between dams vtas estinia.ted to be 10 per cent. 
Lush and Molln (1942) reported the results of an exten-
sive study in which repeatability estimates wars obtained 
f'ol? the numbel"' of pigs .farrowed, the number of pigs weaned, 
and the weaning weight of the litter. The data were 
eollected from experiment sta.tiol'1s and college herds of 
eight states and in herds maintained by the United States 
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Bureau of Animal Industl"Y• Three estimates o:f rep0atability 
were obtained for each trait and were as follo·ws: .15, ,. 13, 
and .17 fo::r number farrow0d; .16, .13, and .17 f'or number 
vJ'eaned; and .13, .12, and .18 for weaning weight of the 
litter. 
1/:/11.atley (19~.2) analyzed the weight data of' 1,394 
Poland-China pigs in 267 litters to determine the influence 
of heredity and environment on 180-day weights. The simple 
correlation bet;ween 60-day weight a.11.d 180-day weight was 
,.55. The sex dif'ference in 180-day weight was significant 
with gilts weighing 4 per eent less than barrows and boa~s. 
The influence of age of dam was not significant on 180-day 
tveight. Heritability estimates for 180-day weight, as 
determined by several different :m.ethods, ranged from • 20 to 
.62. The author concluded .from the results that at least 30 
per cent, and perhaps more than 40 pe:r cent, of the variance 
in 180-day weight was due to the addit.ive effect of genes. 
Baker et al. (19h3) observed the relative L"l'lportance of 
heredity and environ:ment on rate of gain and weight from 
birth to 168 days of age. They repo.rted that the heredity 
of' the pig played an increasingly important role in develop-
ment from bi:r•th to 112 days, dtu .. ing which time the genetic 
variance increased .from 7 per cent to 31 per cent, and the 
environmental influence decreased from 51 pe:r• cent to 34 per 
cent., After 112 day/ill of age, the impo1"tance of heredity 
decreased while that of environraent increased. 
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. Hazel et al. (19~t3) calculated genetic and envirorunen-
·tal correlations between gains in three 56-aay perlods .. from 
birth to 168 days of age in s1.:dne. The genetic variance 
constituted 1.5, 28, and 17 per cent of the observed variance 
in eaeh of the th-1.,ee periods• Tlae authors concluded that 
genes with persistent eff'ects were responsible for a large 
portion of' the genetic variation and that heredity had a 
less important, but a more constant, influence upon gro1rrth 
rate tha.11 did en,rironment. 
rfo:r•d.skog and others ( 194.4) repo1"'ted heritabil.i ty esti-
ra:ates for weight at several ages from the analysis of. 
variance of data on 2,396 pigs and from the offspring-dam 
regl"'ession of 312 dam•li'tter compa~i.sons. The effects of 
age of dam accounted fo1"' 22 per cent of the total intra-
line, intra-year variance of' weight at we~ning. Enviromnan-
tal variance cor.1rao:n to each litter wus greatest s.t 21 days, 
accounting fo1· 37 per cent of the total variance at that 
age., It decreased to 7 per cent at 168 days of age. Th..e 
highest heritability estira.at~ obtained was .45 for gain frora 
56 days to 168 ds.ys of ag~. Heritability of 168-day weight 
was .27. 
Cummings et al. (1947} obtained heritability estimates 
of total litter weaning weight from .532 daughter-dam 
comparisons. Heritability was estimated to be 59 per cent, 
with the .effects of inbreeding, size of' the litter at birth, 
and survival number held constant. It was suggested that 
this .figure might a.pprox.imata closely the heritability of 
milk production in the sows, 
Shrode ( 1950) analyzed the data from a large number of 
litters. to determine how wel~ the 15~.-day weight of-~ future 
litter could be predieted from three-week and eight-week 
data on an earlier litter and how much information would be 
sacrificed if only the more us.e.ful. data we.re used :i.n a 
production index. Analyses of litter records indicated that 
the eight-week data were slightly more useful and reliable 
as an indication of ·sow produ.etivity than the corresponding 
three-week data, except for the repeatability of litter 
weights, in which case the repeatability estimate tor three-
week litter weight (.14) was slightly higher than that f'or 
eight-week litte1-1 weight ( .08}. 
The author concluded that sow productivity could be 
prei:Uoted e.s accurately f'ro,11 an inde:ic composed of either 
three-week o.r eight-w.eek litter d·ata as it could be from an 
index composed. of the data at both ages. 
Blunn et al. {19.54) studied the interrelationship~ of 
weights of' :L,894 pigs at birth:t 56 days, and 154 days of 
age. The highest average within-litter correlation was .63 
between .56-day and 154-day weight. The correlation between 
birth weight and weaning weight was • .53. The coe.f.ficients 
o:r determination indicated that only 28 per cent and 40 per 
cent of the variance in 154-day weights could be accounted 
.for by a knowledge of birth weights and 56-day weights, 
respectively. 
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Lerner and G:t'1.den (1948) obtained est.imat~s o~. herita"". 
bility of acet.tmulative monthly and a1mual egg production in 
. . . . . 
a flock of 1rlhito Leghoi"'n hens and studied the ef:rectiveness 
of using a. partial laying reco:r•d as an early indication of 
total egg production, The heritabili t7 of accuraulative egg 
production was found to be nearly constant throughou·t the 
year and was approximately 33 per cent. Genetic correla-
tions between partial and full production were .found to be 
high. A genetic correlation or .82 was reported between 
accumulated production through the fourth month and total 
annual production. With the addition of each successive 
month• s production, the correlation t:ta.s raised only 
slightly. The authors concluded that ther,e was a possibil-
ity of efficient selection for increased egg production on 
the basis of partial records more economically than on the 
basis of annual production, partly because o.f the decreased 
interval b$twaen generat:t.ons allo.wed by o.n earlier evalua.-
tion. 
The Effect of Age of Calf 
The method of weighing calves at a constant age to 
elirainate variation in weight due to age di.fferencea is 
impractical undeJ? most conditions. Since the ages at which 
weig.ht,s are taken vary considerably, some method_ must be 
used to standardize calf Hoights to a comm.on age. 
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For tho unad;Justed data nnalyzod by Rolli..YJ.s and 
. . 
four months of age was 1. 91 pounds per day id th a standard 
deviation o.f .31 of D, pound. IJ:he average 2L~O-day ·weaning 
weight was 53~. pounds with a standard deviation of 70 
pounds. Each calf's weight was standardized to 120 days and 
24.0 days of' age with its own successive monthly weights used 
for a linear interpolation. 
Koger and Knox {19L~5b) obtained an average intraclass 
regression of weight on age of 1.33 pounds per day, based on 
the analysis of' over 800 calf weights that were classified 
by year, sex, and age of dam. Th.is regression coefficient 
uas used in a modification of the age intercept method to 
obtain correction facto:.1,-,a for standardizing calf' weights to 
205 days of' age., Th.ese factors were used to design a nomo ... 
graph foi-. convenience in aojusting weights to a col'!Jl"rwn age. 
Ss:wyer 0t al. (19L~8) 1•eported that th.a regression of' 
treight on age was 1.28 pounds per day. Ch>o·wth was uniform 
from 25 to 35 weeks of age for the beef calves studied. 
Johl.1sO"t1 and Dinkel (1951) studied monthly weights of' 
297 grade and pu.reb:r•ed Hereford calves to obtain the gr•otlth 
curves from birth to weaning and to calculate correction 
factors for adjusting ·ueights of range calves to stan.dard 
ages or 155 days and 190 days. Nost of the calves ·were 
dro-pped in April and May, and all were weaned on the same 
day as near November 1 as possible. The calves ran with 
their dams 011 range pasture and received no creep feed. Th.o 
ave.rage we.a.ni:ng ag® i;,ras 185 days with an ave:rage weight of' 
380 p01J.nds. Monthly weights made it possible to plot; a. 
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grow·th curve which indicated olr,1ost 1:111ea1" growth f1.,om bi:r•th 
to 155 days o-f age"' Growt;h then slowed dc.n,r.n, but it ims 
essentially li:near from 155 to 225 days of s.ge. 1l'he 
regression of weight on age to 155 days was 1.85, while the 
:r•egressio11 for the pe:t:-iod trori1 155 :to 225 days was • 85 of' s 
pound per day. Correction factors were obtained fol" the two 
periods by use of the age intercept which 19.Ssu.t1es that the 
rate of gain was constant throughout the period. Anothe11 
set of corrections was obtained fo.r standardizing ·weights to 
190 days o.f age by use of a quadratic equation, based on the 
assumption that the decrease in the rate o.f growth was 
constant throughout the period. The accuracy of the two 
sets of oorrection factors was eoni.pared by studying the 
weights of 70 calves which had a weight at or near 190 days 
and weights near 30 days prior to and f'ollowing the st;anda:rd 
age. The results indicated that corJ?ections by either 
method were accti.rate enough to be 1.1.sef'ul, but the factors 
obtained hy the linear equation were more accurate and were 
recoi:i'J.u1endea over those obtained from the quadratic equation. 
Caution was advised in applying a, given set of correction 
factors to calves :paissd under va1"ying climatic and manage-
ment conditions or to weights which varied beyond 30 days 
preceding or .following the standard ~.ge. 
Koch (1951) obtained a regression of weight on age of 
2.27 pounds per day which was used to adjust weights to a 
standard aga. _The avorage weight_ ()f_the calves wat1 393 
pounds at an average age of 176 days. 
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Botldn s.nd l~1hatley (1953) reported .an intra.class 
regression of weight on age o:f' 1.46. Ages at which the 
calves were weaned vs.Pied from 120 days to 260 days, the 
average age being 217 days. The weights were adjusted to a 
standard age of .210 days by the age intercept method. 
Growth curves were plotted for five groups of calves pro-
duced in 1948, 1950, and 1951, for which monthly weights 
were available. Growth was essentially linear during the 
portion of the eurve to which oorra.etions were applied. In 
the same study, Botkin (1952) further checked the linearity 
of growth by adjusting weights by the use of the regression 
coefficient and on the basis or average da.ily gain. The 
co:r>relation between weights corrected by the two methods was 
.98. Differences between weights corrected by the two 
methods ware notieee.ble only :tor calves 50 days or more 
younger than the average. 
In 195~-, Burgess et al. reported the regression o:f 
weight on age to be 1.67, which wa.s used to standardize the 
weaning weights of calves to 210 days. Koch and Clark 
(1955a) tound growth to be 0s9entia.lly linear from birth to 
weaning. All 1r1eights were standardizerl to 182 days_ of age_ 
by the use of the actual rate of gain f'or each calf. Evans 
et al. (1955) analyzod weaning weights of' 1,737 purebred and 
grade Herst'ord calves. '?he regression coef'ficients of 
weight on age at weaning for the purebred s.nd grade calves 
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were .91 and 1.08, respectively,.. A i:nodification of the age 
intercept method ims us to standardize weights to 210 days 
o.f age• Rollins and \Jagnon { 19.56) adjusted each calf's 
weianing ·tieight to 2Li.O days of age by making a lin.ear 
:tnterpolation or extrapolation bas(')d on its weaning weight 
and its previous weight ta.ken about one i'.I1onth before 
weaning,. 
Prom a study of the growth cu:rves of 255 pigs, i:l'aylor 
and Hazel (1955) found linear groHth fr•om 13Li. to 174 days oi' 
age. Six. methods of adjusting weights to 154 days of a,ge 
were compared. The two most accurate and convenient methods 
we:t"e the age intercept method and the correction by linear 
interpolation when t1,o weights bracketed the standard age. 
The E:f'fec-'G o.f Sex of Cs.lf 
At birth, bull calves gene1 .. ally have been found to be 
:four to .five pounds heavier than h0ife1->s. (Dawson et al., 
19L}7; G1:->ego1"y and others, 1950; Burris and Blunn, 1952; a:nd 
Botkin and 1matley, 1953). 
Rollins and Guilbert (19511,) reported that bull calves 
gained .13 of a pound more per> day than heif'ers from birth 
to four months or a.ge. At 240 days of age, bull. calves ·Here 
68 pounds heavier than heifers. Lush et al.' (1930) observed 
the gr•owth of beef cattle m1de1, rS.!¥'J:e conditions for a 
number of years and found that stee1"'s consistently grew at a 
faster :i:.""ate than hei.fe:t"s. Knapp and coworkers (19L,.2) 
.reported an average di~fe:.t'(:mce of 22 pounds between steers-
end heifers at weaning. 
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Koger and Knox. (19q$a) found that steer calves averaged 
32 pounds heavier than heif'er calves a.t 20, days of age. 
Woolfolk and Knapp (1949) .found steers to have a 28 pound 
advantage over heifers at weaning. Gregory et al. (1950) 
found no significant difference bett~een the sexes for gain 
.from birth te weaning, or for weaning weight, aft.er ·weights 
had been adjusted to a standard age. The sex difference at 
birth was significant with bull calves outweighing heifers 
by about 5 pounds •. 
Koch (19.51) found that bulls and steers were 44 pounds 
and 13 pounds heavier, respectively, than heifers at 176 
days of' age,. The weighte,d di:f'ferene-e between male and 
female calves was 2.3 pounds. The authors concluded that the 
.large difference between bulls and steers might have been 
,due to the selection of heavier or faster gaining calves .for 
bulls. The steers also might not have had auf"ficient time 
to overcome the setback caused by castration. 
Botkin and lifuatley (1953) reported that the average 
difference between males and females at weaning was 24.6 
pounds. The weights were correeted to a steer equivalent by 
adding 25 pounds to thG age corrected weights of all 
fei.nales. Burgess et al • .(1954) found that steers. ·weighed 
only slightly rnore than heifer calves, but bull calves 'Were 
signifioa.ntly heavier than either steers or heifers at 
weaning4t Evans and co1;10rkors {1955) found bull calves to be 
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22 pounds heavier than heifers at vmaning j while steers ·were 
17- " h . pou..na.s eav1.er. 
age corrected year-
1.J."1_ ,'"'c..·~--- -,,,-_,·_,,·,,;, __ .i..·" g··_1-~.1.t:s ,., •... ,.,,,,.,., -e" i. .. , - ~-,. a" , "'· ' . • f ~ ... .:. .;:;; • ... ,:;i.vv..::""'g-·a 'T_j pt.11.m s gree:cer 10:r, s-Geer£ ·cnan ox· 
heifers, bas on data of 722 g1"ade Hereford yearlings .. 
From the analysis of data on 5,952 Hereford calves, Koch and 
Clark {1955d) reported that steer calves averaged 26.2 
pounds heavier than heifers at, 1J>Jeaning.. Rollins Bu.1d tfagnon 
(1956) found that steer calves r1eighed 31 pormds n10re than 
females in the herd maintained at an optimm:rr nut:ritional 
level. The corresponding sex difference for calves raised 
in the herd 011 the lower nutritional leveJ. was 18 pm.:tnds" 
The Effect of Age of Dam 
Lush and Sti..rode (1950) stated, "It is well knm·rn. that 
milk production increased with age at an ever-decreasing 
rate Us"1.til maximum production is reached at around six to 
eight years of age.. Production then declines 1,,rith advancing 
age.° From the analysis of a lctrge rn.unber of production 
records from th.e files of the Holstein.-Friesian Association 
of America, multiplicative age correction factors wer'e 
determined for cows from two to fifteen years of ageo 
Gifford (1953) x•eported that milk production o.f the 
Here.ford cows which he studied reached its peak at six years 
o.f age.. The gross correlation between total milk production 
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and gain of the ca.lt' to six months of age was .65. Knap,p 
and Black (1941) reported that miJ.k consumption of' Shorthorn 
calves was the most important influence found on gain during 
the suckling period with a correlation of' ,.52 between 
quantity of milk eonsu..med and gain fr01n birth to weaning. 
Rollins and Guilbert (1951.d reported that young cows 
and old eows produced calves that gre't-t more slowly to four 
months of age and were l.:tghter at weaning than ealves 
produced by cows of' intarmadi.a.te age.s. Calves :rrom first-... 
calf heifers and second-calf eo1rss grew slightly raster. than 
calves from older cows during the period :rour months to 
eight m.onths of age. The authors concluded that this was 
evidence or greater persisteney o:f lactation in the younger 
cows. 
Knapp et al. (1942) found that maximum weaning i,a-eights 
were from ea1ves produced by six-year-old cows, with a 
gradual increase from two to six years of age and a more 
rapid dec:r-eas@ from six to el.even years. 
Knox e.nd Koger (1945) studied the effect of the age of 
the cow on her production under range eon.ditions. The 
ealves were dropped 1n :March, April, and May and were tve:e.ned 
in Oc tobar and November at an ave1~age age· of 205 da.ya. The 
average weight o.f the cow from three to ten 'Yf!)ars of age 
and th.a average weight ot: their calves.were.plotted. The 
cows attained the greatest W(;)ight and produced the heaviest 
calves between six and eight years o:r age with a peak at 
seven years. A high correlation between tho weight of the 
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cow and her calf indicated that highest production occurred , 
when the eow was in the period of greatest physical vigor. 
In 1947, Dawson et al. reported an increase of .20 of' a 
pound in birth weight for ea.eh month increase up to six 
. . . -
yelalJs in age of' the Shorthorn eows stu.died,. 'l'he corl'·elation 
between birth weight and age of' the dam was .~.5 for male 
calves and .36 for females. According to Sawyer et al. 
(1948)., two-year-old eows produced calves which were 75 
pounds lighter at 30 weeks of' age than those produced by 
mature cows. Their data indicated that weaning weights 
increased with the age of the dam through eight years of 
age. After that age., weaning weights declined with the 
increased age of the dam. 
Botkin and Whatley (1953) found that cows five through 
thirteen years of' age per:formed similarly., based on the 
weaning lfeights of their calves. Botkin (1952) divided 
these eows into age groups within each year and calculated 
seleetion <.U .. fferentials for age and sex corrected weaning 
weights. Within each year and age group, the selection 
differential was the dif:ferenoe betiv-een the cows retained in 
the herd for fu1"ther use and the average o:f all cows in the 
group before calving. The average selection differential 
was one pound and was ruled out as a factor aff_eoting 
production oi: the older eows. All eows five ye!l-rs and_ older 
were considered mature and weaning weights of ealve_s __ hr 
three and .four-year-old cows were corrected to the mature 
equivalent by the, addition ot 35 pounds and 15 pounds, 
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respectively. Birth weights were adjusted by adding four 
pounds to the weights ot calves from three-year-old cows and 
two pounds to the weights of calves from i'our-year-old cows. 
This correet:ton removed 82 per cent and 62 per cent of the 
variation in weaning weights and birth weif?hts. respec-
t! vely • due to diffe.rences in age.a .of dams. 
Burges.s et al. (1954) reported that• from the analysis 
of weaning weights of 546 conventional type purebred 
Hare.ford calves. cows reached their peak of prodl:letion 
between six and eight years of age. Evans et al. (1955) 
obtained age of dam differences at weaning .from data on over 
1.700 purebred and grade Hereford calves. Cows reached 
their m.a.ximura. production~ based on the weaning weights o.f 
. . . 
their calves., between five and eight years o:r age~- Correc-
tion factors obtained for two.,_three., four., ni~e,_and ~et?, .. 
ye~r.-old cows were 106., 54, 20., 14. and 43 pounds., respec-
tively. 
Hitchcock et al. (1955) found that the ages_ of the dams 
when the offspring were dropped ha~ no significant effect on 
the yearling weights of the calves. .Koch and Clark {1955d) 
studied two methods o:r ce.leulating correction factors for 
age of dam influences on weights which were as follows; 
(1) the eomparison of the ave:rages of all records made at 
each age and (2) the comparison of records made by the same 
cow at diff.erent ages. Both methods indicated that the 
cow 1s production increased steadily from three. to six years 
of age and then tleolined fol' both birth and weaning weights. 
Additive adjustment factors were compiled for weaning 
weights. The adjus,tment for three ... year-old cows and ten-
- - . 
year-old -c.ows was the addition of 41 pounds and 24 pounds, 
respectively. Adjustments for fall yearling weights were 
about one .. half the magnitude of' those for weaning we_ights. 
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Rollins and Wagnon (1956) :round that cows were at their 
maximum produotion at seven and eight years ot age in b.oth 
of the herds studied. The age corx»ection tor three-year-old 
co·ws was appl'oxin1ately 50 pounds, while 10 to 15 pounds were 
needed to eorreo t yJeights of calves from ten-year-old cows 
to the mature equivalent. 
The Effects of Other Sources of Variation 
Rollins and Guilbert (1954) found it neee.ssary to make 
adjustments .for season ot birth and year e.ffeets when 
comparing weights of calves dropped in dif.ferent years and 
in different seasons within a year. Calves dropped .from 
1948 through 1951 were lighter than those dropped from 1944 
through 1947. 
Koch (1951) found that tor each l per cent inbreeding 
oi.' the dam, the weaning weight of the calf was decreased 
2.54 pounds. Weaning weight was decreased_ .48 o.f a poun~ 
.for ea.eh 1 per cent inbreeding of the calf. 'fyler .. e_t al. 
(1947) found that the birth weight of ~he Hol:8tein•Fr:tesian 
calves studied declined an average_ of' .• 28 of a pound for 
each l per- cent inbreeding of the ealt. 
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Burgess ot al. (195b.J e:u1alyzed data collected over th® 
s:Lx: year pe1•iod fl"'Om 19L~6 tmrou.gh 19.51. Year dii'.ferences 
'!,Yero .found to havo a significant effect on ·weaning weight. 
In 19li.7, the average weaning weigh.t of the ealves was 211. 
pou.nds less tha11 the average of all years, while, in 1951, 
the average weaning weight was 20 pounds greater than the 
avel"age of all years. Inbreeding of the cow and tho calf 
had significant effects on weaning 1;-:1eight. For each l pe1• 
cent inbreeding of' the calf', weaning 1rrnight at 210 days o.f 
a.ge decreased 1.76 pounds, tvhile an increase of 1 pe:r cent 
inbreeding of the cow decreased weHining weight 1.1.5 pounds. 
Botkin and Whatley (19.53) :round that the effect of 
years on weaning weights wa.s due to g;r,azing conditions, as 
. . 
influenced largely by rainfall during July and Augu$t, but 
. . . . . -
the yea1,.. efi'ect on birth weights i,.ms not consis:te:rrt. All 
weights were cO!'l"ected for ye~u" ef'i'ects. by adjusting tho 
weights of' calves in each year to the average of a11 .. years. 
The dams o.f' the calves in the _study were subjected to 
dif.fere11t nutritional l"'egir11es •. Botkin (19.52) f'ound these 
treatment dif'f'e1.:""encos to be sig..."'lificant. How0ve1•, cor1'"'ec-
tio:ne for these effects reduced total variance and the 
variance betueen cows noarly- the so.me. He concluded that 
the increase in repeatability after adjusting for t:i."oatment 
dif'fs1"ences was not enough to warr&nt tht1 e:'ittrn time and 
labor !'equired fo1., n1s.k:tr1g co1.._1.,ections. Rollins. and tfagnon 
(1956) eo:ncluded that the levels o:r nutrition to i.efh.ich the 
two herds in theiz, study we:t..,e subjeetod did not appreciably 
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affect repeatability and h0ritability estira.ates of t-.r0aning 
weigh·t when calculated on a.n inti-.a-he:r·d basis, although the 
lfIVO?'age p0r:f'o:rraance of th0 t·u·o herds differed greatly. 
DESCRIPTIOI'l OF' THE DATA 
The ds:ta useil in this study were a se:rios of' weights ot: 
ca 1 ves p1.,.odue in foui: flXper:tmental beef' eottl0 he1.,ds 
maintained at th:L"'ee locati:'Lons :in t;l1..e State of' Oklahoma. The 
cattle in tl':i.NJe four hei-·ds diff'e::PEH:l in location.,. breading, 
nnt:ritional tl"(H9.tn:ne:nts, and, to sor11e exten.t;, in r:mnagement 
pr~c'tices undoi' which the her•ds w0re maintained. Because o:f 
dist1:>ibution of the data in each her'd is g:tv·en in 'fable I. 
es.eh he:rd has been assign0d a research project number. 
In the folloiring discussion, ref'el"ence will bo made to th0 
project numbers in describing the data f1.,oni each herd. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF DATA FROx,il FOUFI. SOURCES 
:.: ;;; 
Project !Jo. 
Locations 
Standard Ages 
.of' Calves 
1:Jo. of' Cows 
~To. of Calves 
. : ·~zo ... g~==::g3b2 ~·=· . 52'r;~s =; 
Fort Reno Fort Reno Stillwater 
, , 7 
Wilburton 
112 210 112 
77 76 109 
229 230 1+94 
39 
210 112 
111 62 
5t~3 232 
210 112 
62 55 
232 155 
210 
e~nsidered, since ths study wns designed to estin1ato the 
l"'epaatability of' cal±" weigh'cs at 112 days and 210 days o.t' 
age, Birth weights were obtained f'or all calves within 24 
Li.O 
hours of' birth. Weights t'ifere available noar 112 days of' age 
for 1,110 calves produced by 303 cows. We-aning weights were 
a,railable for a total of 1,1$1 calves produced by 301 cows 
dur·ing the period 1950 through 1955. The average weight of 
IS,11 calves at 'Weaning was 45b,. pounds, and the average age 
t:Jas 208 days. '!he pooled data s.:re sho1em in Table II. 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF POOLED DATA F'ROM :POUR HERDS 
s. t.;; .. naar.<;JAge o.f calves 
- W ;r · r sa;es ..-: _trtt ,... 1;• 
No. of Cows 
rro. of Calves 
I'iro. of Males 
No. of Females 
Ave. Age {days) 
Stand€.ird Dev. 
Ave. Weight (po'lmds) 
Standard Dev. 
303 
1110 
576 
534 
110 
1.5 
279 
h2 
' 
210 Days· 
301 
1151 
595 
556 
208 
19 
454 
r!J:ost of ·the cal"'voo were d1"opped a:uring the three-month 
period of February, March, :::md Ap:i::il, although. a few were 
dropped in Janual"Y and May. The male calves in the grade 
Li.l 
herds were castrated when most of the ealves were betueen 
. . 
two and four months of age. The male and fem.a.le calves in 
these herds were deho,rned at the same tim.e. l'ifone of the 
. .. . 
pul?ebred calves were dehorned, and f'ew of the male calves 
were castrated in the registered herd. All calves were 
weaned at the same time, usually in early October. }Jith the 
exception o:t 62 calves in Project 670 which were creep fed 
during the summer of 1953, all calves were with their de.ms 
on native pasture .from birth to weaning with access to no 
feed other than their dams' milk and what grass and salt .. 
mineral. mixture they would eat. 
The cattle in Project 670 were registered animals of 
Here.ford and Aberdeen-Angus breeding_ maintained a~ tlle Fort 
.Reno Experiment Station near El Reno. This project was 
initiated in 1949 for the purpose of studrin~ t~e genetic 
aspects o.f some o.f the m.o:re economically important traits in 
beef cattle. There are three separate lines of cattle which 
are unrelated in this project., and they have been handled 
under similar environmental and management conditions from 
their beginning. The bulls which were used in ea.oh line 
were similar in type and breeding to the cows of that line. 
Some inbreeding has been practiced in two of the lines. The 
data t"rom. this project ware collected during the years 1951 
through 1955. Weights near 112 days of age were available 
for 229 calves produced by 77 cows, whil<9 weaning weights 
were available f'or 230 calves from 76 cows. 
P1"oject 650 was lnitiat@cl in 1948 at tha Fort Reno 
E~poriment Station ·with 120 choice grade, unregiste1""ed, 
weanling Hereford heifel""S. The heif'e1"s were allotted at 
ra:ndGm to eight lots of 15 head each. Three levels of 
supplemental winter feeding, designated as high, medium, and 
low, were assigned to the lots. Two of the lots (7 and 8) 
also were assigned to supplemental sum.me1" reeding regimes. 
Superimposed on these nut1,,itional treatments were 
differences in the ages of the 11.eifers at :first calving. 
'!'he heifers in lots 1, 3, 5,. and 7 ·were calved first as 
two-year-olds, while the heifers in lots 2, ~-, 6, and 8 
calved first at three years of age. All groups grazed 
native grass pastures of ain1ilar quality throughout the 
year. The s1).pp lemental winter feeding regimes were as 
follows: low level (lots 1 and 2), 1 pound of cottonseed 
cake per head daily; m0dium level (lot.s 3, ~-, 7, and 8), 2.5 
pounds of cottonseed cake per head per day; and high level 
{lots 5 and 6), 2.5 pounds o.f cottonseed cake and 3.0 pounds 
of' oats per head per day. 
On the sum.mer supplement phase, tho cows in lot 7 
received l.5 pounds o:f cottonseed cake and 3.5 pounds of' 
oats per head daily fl"'Om July 1 to October 1.. The cows in 
lot 8 received the same supplemental ration containing 1.0 
to 1.5 gre.ras of thyroprotein daily per hundred pounds o.f 
boc!y weight. 
The cows bred to calve as two-year-olds calved fiJ?st in 
the spring of 19.50. Weights during the suckling period were 
not ob·c~ined :t:or those calves; hot:,rever., theh'. weaning 
weights 1rJere included in the 210-day anolyses. Th.a co11s 
bl"ed to calve :first at three years of age calved in the 
spring of' 1951,. Weights were available near 112 days of age 
and at weaning for these calves. Weights near 112 days of' 
age were availe.ble fo1" 494 calves produeed by 109 co1rrn. 
Weaning weights were available f'o:r> 543 calves from 111 cm.JS 
including those produced by cows two years of age. 
Project 526 ... s was conducted at the Lake Carl Blackwell 
Experimental Range near Stillwater. Sixty-four grade 
Hereford co11ra of' varying ages wo1;,o assigned to four lots o.f' 
sixteen head each. T'.hese lots were assigned to a study 
designed to determine the e.ffect of: high TIW.nganese intake on 
the pe1>1formanoe of beef cows •. Several weights of. these 
calves were available between birth and weaning during the 
five year period, 1951 through 1955. Weight~ near 112 clays 
of age and at weaning were obtained .for 232 calves produced 
by 62 cows during trrat; period. 
Project .526-W was begun in 1951 at the Range Cattle 
Minerals Station near Wilbur•ton. Sixty head of two-yea1 ... -old 
grade Here.ford heifers were divided into six lots of ten 
head each. The treatments assigned to these cattle were 
designed to investigate the influence of the following 
factors on production of beef cattle: (l) parasite control, 
(2) $t.n11ra.er shade., (3) phosphorus intake, and (Li.) feeding 
trace u1inerals. The weights used in the present study ·were 
from the 1953., 1954., and 1955 calf crops. Weights near 112 
days .of age were avail8.ble for 15.5 calves produced by 55 
cows. Weaning weights for 146 calves from. 52 cows were 
available in this project. 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS AND RESULTS OF THE SffDY 
Some of ·the 1uajor sources o:f variation, in addition to 
differe~ces in the mothering abilit¥ o.f beef. cows, . ~.rhi.ch are 
kno:wn t;o influence weights o.f beef calves include va.ria tions 
in the following factors: (1) ages of' the calves at th~ 
time they are weighed, (2) sex of the calves, (3) ages of 
the dams at the time of calving, (4) years, (5) treatments 
to which the cows are· subjected, and (6) lines of breeding. 
Some correction must be made for the effects of the major 
sources of' variation in an eff'ort to adjust weights to a 
more comparable basis before a reliable estimate of the 
differences in mothering ability among cows may be 
determined. 
Evaluating the average influ..-moe o:f these iden:tifiable 
sources of variation and adjusting the observations for them 
amount to controlling, statistically, a portion of the 
variation. Statistioal control may not remove all variation 
due to a given source because of the e1 .... rora in evaluation. 
If' the effect varies from one observation to the nooct, only 
tho average e.f.fec.t will b~ removed 'by statistieal eontrol. 
Even so., any variation removed increases the accuracy with 
whioh the r.eal d1fferoncos between cows can be assessed. 
In the present study; the data were classified 
according to the sex of the calf', age of the da11:1, year o:f 
4.5 
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birth, and treatment lot or line o:f breeding. There.fore, 
the weights in each class were from oe,lves of' the sarae sex,. 
dropped in the sa1i1e year, and produced by cow.s of' the sa.rae 
age tha.t had bean subjected to the same treatment or tnre of 
the same line of breeding. The methods.employed to ~eter-
minG the correction .factors used to acjjust weights to a 
comparable basis are sxpl~i:ued in the succeeding sub-
sacti ons. 
'fl1.e Influence of Age of Calf 
ibe age intercept method was usoa in this study to 
obtain correction f'a.ctors for adjusting calf' weights to the 
standard ages of 112 days and 210 day:s. This mothod waa 
introduced by Bywaters and Wil1ham (19.35} and used by 
·whatley and Quaife (1937) to standardize the weights of pigs 
to a eommon age. Phillipa and Brio1 .. (19L~O) used th<:J method 
to standardize the weights of lambs to a constant age of 
twenty ueeks. Several workers havG extended the method for 
standardizing weights of be13f ealves to a standard age. 
This method is baaed upon the reg!'ession of weight on age 
and assumes essentially linear growth.duri~.that_age period 
to which the correction factors a.re to be applied. 
The uncorrected average weights were plotted for the 
calves in each prbject at five-day intervals d1:tring the age 
range from which 112-day weights were obtained. The range 
. . 
in ages tor the earlier weights and for weaning t1eights are 
given for each project in Appendix Table I. A lin.e .repro-
senting tho ave.rage regress.:i.oi'l of' weight on age for each 
project was then superimposed on tho weigh't-for-age plot. 
I.n each project; the regression line closely followed the 
plotted weights, the major deviations from ·the regression 
line beL.11g ·the points at the extreme ages, each of which was 
composed of only a few weights. Although this method is .not 
an exact test f'or linearity of' growth, it does indicate that 
gl"Ov.Jth does not differ grea·tly from linea1 .. ity during that 
age range to which correction factors were applied. 
Although weights were not plotted for that age range from 
which corrected 210-day weights were obtained, linearity of 
growth during tha't period was assumedo The same method of 
standardizing weights was used £01• both ages to make 
comparisons between weights at the two ages more accurate 
than if different methods had been used. 
The age intercept method involves the use of the intra-
class regression of weight on age, as determined from an 
analysis of covariance. It is the regression of weight on 
age with the effects of sex, age of dam, year, and treatment 
or line of breeding removed. The intra.class regre.ssion 
coefficients for each group of data are presented in Table 
III for both 112-day and 210-day weightso A sample of the 
method of covariance analysis used is presented in Appendi.Jc 
Table II for the data from project 650 near 112 days of age. 
The analyses from which the project intraclass regression 
coefficients were detex•mined are presented in Appendix 
Tables III and IV .for the ea1"'lier and the later data., 
respectively, 
Standard 
Age 
Regression (Weight 
on Age) 
TABLE III 
IWT"rlACLASS REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS 
FOH EACH PROJECT 
65Q :: : 
112 210 112 210 112 210 112 210 
1.83 2.23 1.26 1.31 1.49 0.99 1.19 1.52 
It was desired to pool the data .from these herds in 
order to obtain coirposit;e age correction factors. It was 
believed that the data should be pooled only when the _growth 
rate of the calves in the different projects was similar. 
The d:tff0re.nce bot'ween the regression coef'fieientsfor the 
four groups of d~:ita was tested by the method described by 
Snadecor (1946) .. This test is presented in Appendix Tables 
VII and VIII fOl" the regression coeff'icients for early 
t,rnights and weaning weights., J:•especti vely. 
The tes'cs 111.dicatod that there were significant cUff'el?-
ences between the project regression coef:ficients e:c both 
ages,. The coef'.f'icients for project 670 we:i:?e larger -ths.:n 
those for tha othe1..,, hercls,. After the removal of the data 
f'rom pl"Oject 670., the test r:mde., as shown in Appendix Tables 
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IX and X\ ·. indioa ted no signif ieanii dif.f erences arao~g t:t.ie 
regression coefficients from the other three herds. Since 
the ooeff'icients fr·om project .670 were signif:teant.ly di.ffer-
ent .from those calculated for the ·other three project.a,, 
eorraotion .factors we~e computed for adjusting the weights 
of ealves in that project to 112 days and 210 days of age 
using the coef'ficients derived f'rom that ·project only. From 
the eompos1tei :regr·ess.ion coefficients obtained !'rom the 
pooled data O·f the other three projeets, age adjustment 
:factors were caleulatec tor use on all ealves in the three 
remaining projects, 
'fhe, age intercept method of standardizing the weights 
of e&ilves to a constant age involves the f'ollowi.11g series of 
.formulae: 
Age intere.ept 
A A _ . . (Average Weightl 
= verage ge {intraclass Neg. Coeff.) 
Corrected 111eight 
~Actual Waight x .:;;;.;.:;;:;;..:.,..:..,.;;iii-.ii-......,.,+.i.a.;;.~~--....,~t.._ 
Age eol'reetion factors for the two ages were determined 
as follows: 
(1) For calves in projeet 670 
112 day age intercept = 119 .... 3~2 = ... 46 
· · 1~ 292 . 
Corrected 
112- day weight= Actual Wt. x 1$8 
Actual Age + 46 
210-day age intercept = 207 - 448 = +6 
2 "233{; 
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Corrected 210- day Wt.= Actual Wt. x Actuafo*ge _ 6 
(2) For calves 1n projects 650 , 526- s , and 526- W 
112- day age intereept = 110 - 211 = -109 
1 . 2 51 
Corrected 
112- day wt .= Actual wt . x 221 Act.ual Age + 109 
210-day age intercept= 208 ~ 4$4 = - 138 
1 . 3139 
Corrected 
210- day wt .= Actual wt . x A 3j8 136 ctual ge + 
A table of t he correction factors for the various ages 
can be made for convenience in standardizing weights . The 
correction factor for a given age is multiplied by the 
actual wei ght of a calf at that age . Some sample correction 
factors for a few selected ages are given 1n the following 
tables. 
==-
111 
110 
109 
108 
107 
Age 
209 
208 
207 
206 
205 
'!'ABLE IV 
CORHECTION FACTORS FOR. VARYDTG AGES OF CALVES 
AT 112 D..4.YS UJ PROJECT 670 
ggg;;;27mrm::: m: ; : : 
.. ·. ... . C.F. 
'W ...,,.,.., •w= I - f:C __ . t,illi a 'T . . ., T 
! ======= 
1.0064 113 
1..0128 llli. 
1.0194 115 
1.0260 116 
1.0327 117 
1IABLE V 
COHRECTIOM FACTORS FOR VAHYir~G AGES OF' CALVES 
AT 210 DAYS IN PROJECT 670 
C.F. 
en; 
--- -·· 
.9937 
.9875 
.9814 
.9753 
.9693 
C.F. 
··----
Q..J::·, 
.. 
Age 
. rz==~.r 
1~004.9 211 .9951 
1.0099 212 .9903 
1.0149 213 .9855 
1.0200 214 .9808 
1.0251 215 .,9761 
... lge 
lP 
111 
110 
1:09 
108 
107 
- lge 
209 
208 
207 
206 
205 
TABLE VI 
CORRECTION FACTORS FOR VARYING AGES OF CALVES 
AT 112 DAYS II\J POOLED PROJECTS 
.. 
. ' a 
··-
c.'f! .• Arre 
F . ·1 n 
1.001.t .. 6 113 
1.0091 114. 
1.0138 115 
1.0184 116 
1.0231 117 
TABLE VII 
CORRECTION FACTORS FOR VARYING AGES OF CALVES 
AT 210 DAYS IN POOLED PROJECTS 
p 1. Age ' O.F. 
T ... 
1.0029 211 
1.0058 212 
1.0088 213 
.. 
1.0116 214 
1.0146 215 
c~P. · 
W F 1 I ¥ . 
.9955 
.9910 
.9866 
.9822 
.9779 
c_.P 1 
1 . ' 
-· 
.9971 
.9943 
.9915 
.9886 
.9858 
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Th.a 112 ... aay weights of 100 calves adjusted by these 
co:i:,rection fo.ctor•s t.roJ."e correlated ui th t;he 112-day l"JQishts 
of: the same calves ad justed by average daily gain :tnt01"'pola.-
tion. Th.s!!So calves wore all cb:·opped du3?:i.ng tho same yeu·r• in 
project 670 .. The D.verage age of these calves ims 122 days 
with a. r-ange :fl"Olil L;.2 d~ys to 1.55 day.s. J\fteP the effects of' 
line of: b1,e0ding, age of dam., and sex t1ore !'e:m.oved, the 
eorrelatio11 between weights adjusted by tho two methods was 
only .So.. A:rtor thl'.:i removal. of the weights of all calves 
beyond JO da:y~ E.d.ther side of the at:s.ndord age, the correla-
tion ·Hus i11creased to .95. Although based on a small number 
of ealves, these correlations indicate thiit the correction 
of calf weights by use of tho age intercept method beyond 30 
days either side of the standard e.ge contains conside1"'able 
The Influence of Sex o:f Calf 
It was knON'n from. previous studies that differences in 
growth rate eJt1st among bulls, steers, and heife1.,s. In the 
u.se of repeated records by the emnei. cow, some adjustment may 
'be necessary for a.ex diffe1 .. enc.es, since th0 weights of both 
male.s and .fen1ales usually will be present. The accuracy of 
the ecm:tpe.rison of' the production ot different cows may be 
increased by- making adjustments for sex differences among 
thou., of'.fapring. 
Afte.r calf weights had been adjus~ed to the standard 
ages o.f 112 and 210 days of age, the average differences 
between male and tom.ale calves were deter-mined for each 
project. These differences are presented in Table VIII for 
calves: at both.ages. Males were heavier than females in all 
cases, 
TABLE VIll 
WEIGHT DIFFERENCES BETWEEM MALES AND FEMALES AT 
112 AND 210 DAYS OF AGE FOR EACH PROJECT 
!roj;ct 
. . . 
: :::s: §io §£0 .. .. S26-S . g2b-W :.:: 
Standard 
Age 112 210 112 210 112 210 112 210 
Sex 
Differences 
(Males-Females) 
Pounds 18 38 1.5 26 11 28 20 27 
Tb.a di.ffer>ence between me.le and female calves at 210 
days ot age was greater in project 670 than in the other 
projects. With few exceptions all male calves. in.11r0Ject 
670 were left as bulls. In the other three :projects weight 
differences between steer and heifer calves were qu..ite 
similar. The data from. the three grade herds were pooled to 
obtain sex correction factors~ These are presented in 
Tables IX and X. 
Sex 
. vs· 
Male 
Female 
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TABLE IX 
SEX DIFFERENCES AT 112 DAYS OF AGE IN 
PROJECTS 650, 526-S, AND 526-W 
PPP 
Nuraber of 
Calves 
457 
1~29 
Average Weight 
(pounds) 
Difference {Males-Females) 
289 
275 
14 
Sex 
Female 
TABLE X 
SEX DIFFERENCES AT. 210 DAYS OF AGE IN 
PROJECTS 650, 526-S, AND 526-W 
== ....... . . l ; ,. ; Number o:r 
CaJ_ve.a 
475 
445 
Ditferenea (Males-Females) 
470 
443 
21 
In this study., the age adjusted weights of female 
calves were corrected to a male equivalent. In project 670, 
18 pounds were added to female weights at 112 da:ys of age., 
and 38 pounds were added to the 210-day weights of these 
heif'ars. The weights of the heifer calves in the other 
proJeets were increased by 14 pounds at 112 days of age and 
by 27 pound.s at 210 days of age. 
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The Influence of Age of Dam 
Previous studies indicated that calf weights varied 
. . . . 
among cows of cU.:ff erent ages. Therefore, in compar1ng the 
productivity of cows of varying ages, some adjustment should 
be made for this bias. 
In the pPesent study, the e.ges of the cows in projects 
650 and 526-W were completely confounded with years because 
the eows in these two projects were the sar11.e age at the time 
the projects weJ:>e initiated. ~erefore, direct evaluation 
of the ef'feots of age of dam on oalf· weights could not be 
made. However, the removal of the avera.ge differences 
assoeisted with year effects autoraatically removed the 
e!'f ee ts of age of dam in these two hards. 
After adjustments ha.d been made for differences in age 
and sex of the calf, the average weights of calves by dams 
of each age were calculated in projects 670 a:nd 526-S~ The 
average calf i,reights for each age of dam are given in Table 
XI at the earlier age and in Table XII at weaning in project 
670. 
Age·Of 
Dam .... 
2 
3 
h" 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
'I1ABLE XI 
ADJ1JS'I'ED 112-DAY WEIGliTS OF CALVES FROM DAMS 
OF.Dl:tr~TAGES Di PROJEC'f 670 
. ' ' . ~ . . 
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Ibnber of 
,C!Ja:zes 
Average ll2-Day 
\tl9i@ts 
Corrections 
· .. hiounds) 
13 262 
33 289 
43 .305' 
48 307 
49 30.3 
' 25 306 
12 303 
6 275 
TABLE XII 
ADJTJS!ED 210-DAY WEIOH'I'S OJ\ CALVES FROM PA.MS 
OF DIFFERENT AGES· IN·P.ROJ'EC'r 670 
+4.3 
+16 
. I h . . 
Age· .i)f 
-Dam 
• ._,, :if . ! [% Number · o~ · · ~verage · 2 o.::oi'y 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
. ..s C\,:J,. V,<:tf!.__ .. ·. . Weighttt.. . .. . 
13 402 
35 b..49 
44. 4,79 
49 489. 
~;6 493 
25 493 
12 502 
6 442 
. (pounds> .. 
+74 
+27 
+l 
-13 
,..17 
-17 
-26 
+34 
.58 
The cows in project 670 ranged from two through nine 
years of' age. A study o.f the av01"age 112 ... day weights :tor 
eaeh age ot dam revealed that cows from .fou1•. through e~ght 
years of age were al111ost :t.dentical in their production, The 
average calf weight produced by· thas.e cows we.s 30.5 pounds. 
The average weights of calves produced by cows two, three, 
and nine years of age ·were found t.o be lig..b.ter by 4.3, 16., 
and 30 pounds, respectively, than the average fo1"' the mature 
group. These dif'feren-ees we1..,e added to the weights of 
calves produceid by oows of the respective ages. 
The average weights of calves produced by eows of the 
same intermediate ag·e group ivePe not as consistent at 210 
ds:y-s as they we:re a.t 112 days of age.. A weighted average 
.tor d&m.s of all ages was calculated. The deviation of each 
age of dam gpou.p .from the a.ve1"'age of' all dat1.s was added to, 
or subtracted from, the 210-day "kJeights of all calves from 
oows of that age. 
In project ,526 ... s, calves ·were produce.a by cows which 
varied from four to ten years of age. The ave1 .. age weights 
of calves produced by ea.ch age of dara. and the number of 
weights contained in each average are shown in Table XIII 
for 112-day weights and in Table XIV for weights. at 210-days 
of' age. All calves produced by four-year-old cows and most 
of those produced by f.ive-year-old cows were d:t. .. opped in 
1951. All of the calves produced by cows ten years of age 
were dropped in 19.54. Calves produced by cows of all other 
ages were available during three or :four years. Therefore, 
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weights of ca.1ves produced by cows four and five years of 
age were compared with the weights of calves produced by 
six-, seven, and eight-year-old cows in the same years. In a 
like .manner, the avereiga weights of calves produced bf ten.1.-
yea.r-old cows were compared tdth the average -weights of 
calves produced by six, seven, and eight-year-old eows in 
the same yeen.... From these comparisons, adjustment faeto:rs 
were obtained fo:r the adjusting of calf iieighta produced by 
the tour., five, and ten .. year-o.ld cows. These adjustment 
factors are presented in Table XIII for the '!eightEt of 
calves at 112 day$ of age and in Table XIV for 210 ... day 
'lrieights. 
Age· ot· 
Da111 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
I . 
TABLE XIII 
ADJUSTED 112-DAY WEIGHTS OF CALVES :FR0!"\1 DAM$ 
OF DIFFERENT AGES IN PROJECT 526-S 
'52 7. 
· Number of 
.ca1:v9s 
1 
32 
35 
56 
48 
.32 
22 
259 
260 
282 
278 
293 
.282 
301 
Corr.sctions 
· (qop:gds) 
+.30 
+30 
-11 
ADJUS~'ii.'D 210 .... nitY WEIGHTS OF CALVES FROM DAMS 
OF DIFFJsREN'f AGES IN PROJ!:JJCT 526-S 
.AgG of EJ11mbe1"' o.f 
Dara Calves 
·wm .rm,w;w ,.... -·rw: ._...,...,., 
7 
8 
9 
10 
7 
32 
~-8 
32 
22 
~Ii 
Aversge 210-Day 
W@ights 
br4b.. 
lt76 
468 
474 
~-79 
477 
The Influence of Yea:i..,s 
Corrections 
( I~ oupdsl_, 
-35 
T'he preliminary analysis of the data used in this study 
indicated that years: had significant effects on the weights 
,of the calve~ in two of the projects. Large differences 
between years were to be expected in projects 650 and 526-w 
sines year differences were confounded with age of datn 
ditf~rences. 
The greatest deviation of s single y-ear average from 
the weighted average at 112 days in project 670 was only t.wo 
pounds. Therefore, no yeai" adjusti:uents wer•e ma.de on 112 .. day 
weights in that project. Correction factors which were 
aprJlied to calf w0ights are shotrm :tn Table XV for the two 
standa.rd age:s in each project. 
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TABLE }.."V 
.CORR'ECTION FACTORS POR EAR EFFECTS1 
;~~&~~: I'.. Xia zq~; :;12~~m ~i~t-ltd : . :  1;126-, 
19!)0 +55 
19.51 0 -32 -27 +.33 0 
·-
!5 
1952 0 +11 ... 13 +20 ... 9 -18 
1953 0 +- 3 +12 -38 + 8 - 5 -16 
1954 0 +26 +18 .. .32 0 +31 ~17 
1955 0 +J2 +10 ... 15 1-· 4 +21 0 
1<Uvon as the pound a added to, o.l" subtractea :Crom, each 
calf's weight, based on the deviation of ea.ch year's 
average from the weighted &verage of al.l years • 
..,. 6 
+48 
.44 
Although year diff"erenees had no significant e.fi'aot on ll.2-
day weights in project _526-s, the g:t:"eitest. ~aviation wat1 
nine pounds, and correction factors w~re ap1Jlied to 112-day 
weights of' calves in that herd. The correction factors for 
year effects at 210 days indicate that years have a mueh 
more p.ronounced influence on weights flt. the later age than 
at 112 days of' age. 
The variable effects .of :yeara on'. calf weights probably 
are due largely to differences in annual and seasonal rain-
fall and. other climatic variations. There was considerable 
variation 1n the rs.in:fall during the period from which these 
data 'H'ere obtained. The· use of different sires during the 
six years of this study 111.ight be expe.cted to eontribute to 
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the dif'f'erences between years.,. Sires were not known. f o:r 
mo.st calves, e.nd their effects were not l'emoved exeept when 
sires were confounded with see.son or treatment groups. 
Correction fa.ctors for year influences were calculated 
for each project at the two standard ages and were applied 
to the calf weig~ts in that p1~oj ect.. The wej.ghts of calves 
produced in ea.ch year we;re adjusted to.the average of: all 
year~ by adding to, or subtracting from, each weight the 
deviation of that year's average from the weighted average 
of all years .. 
Because of ·the cori..founding of years with age of dam in 
two of' the herds, the data could not be pooled to obtain 
composite year effects. Therefore, year corrections were 
made on an intra-herd basis, and ·the correction terms were 
determined after weights had been adjusted to a standard age 
and corrected for sex of calf and age of dam effects in the 
two herds in which age of dam differenees could be 
determined. 
The I.nfluence of Treatment and Line of Breeding 
The calves included in the study from the three grade 
herds were produced by cows which were subjected to 
different nutritional treatments and, to some extent, to 
different management procedures. The calves from project 
670 were from three different lines of breeding, including 
two breeds. In this project, some selection had been 
directed toward the producing ability of the cows. 
Preliminary analysis of the data indicated that treat-
ment and line differences influenced calf weights at 112 
days of age to the extent that corrections should be made 
tor these effects. The greatest variation in calf weights 
between treatments at this age was in project 650, in which 
the treatment influences were highly .significant. Treatment 
differences were not as great in projects 526-S and 526-W, 
but they were significant, indicating the advisability of 
making adjustments. 
The differences between the three lines of breeding in 
project 670 had highly significant effects on 112-day 
weights of the calves from that herd. Line III (large type 
Herefords) had the heaviest calves on the average at both 
112 and 210 days of age. The cows in Line II (medium type 
Herefords) produced the lightest calves at both ages, while 
the cows in Line I (Aberdeen-Angus) produced calves which 
were intermediate to the weights of calves produced in the 
other two lines. 
Corrections were made for the treatment and line 
differences within each project at the two ages. After 
adjustments were made for the age of the calf, sex, age of 
dam, and year, the average weights of the calves in each lot 
or line were obtained. A weighted average was then 
calculated for all lots within each project by dividi..ng the 
sum of the weights of each lot by the total number of 
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cal vos. AdJust111e:nts for lot or• 11:n® differences were made 
by adding to, or siuhtracting from., each tfeight the deviation 
of its respective lot average f:i:->om the weighted average. 
This cor:i:>ec·ted the average of each lot to the s.:verage of all 
The Influence of Mothering Ability o.f the Cow 
ln order to deter-mine to what extent the adjusted 
1,J'.eights of calves at 112 a.nil 210 days of: age were peri:11anent 
charact01--istics of' their dams., repeatability estimates. were 
derived by tt-10 different methods .for e.ach of the fcn.,w groups 
of data .. It was of particular interest in this study to 
determine and compare the estimates of repeatability 
obtained frorn the same calves at 112 and 210 days of age. 
Repeatability estimates for adjusted ealf weights at 
the two ages were obtained first by an snalys.is of va:t'iance 
fr.om which an intraclass correlation wa,a obtained. The 
basis f'or this method is tho comparison of the variation 
amm1g the ave1-:.ag0 calf t1eights of different dams with the 
variation of oalf ·weights .from the same cows. A second 
estinmta of repeatability was obtained for each group of 
data by the regression of subsequent records on the first 
record of the same cow. The estimates obtained by the two 
methods for each pro,jeet are given in Table XVI. All esti-
mates were deteI'!llined after calf weights had been adjusted 
to a standard ago and after corrections had been made for 
the cff{'Jcts of tb.e se:1;: of "the calf, the age of the drun, 
Project 
p}~S.i• .l,.f!/?i 
nrei 
TABLE XVI 
HEPEATABILITY ESTIMATES AS DETERMilmD BY 
ff'kJO JffiTI10DS FOR EACH: PROJECT 
. ;g:rr-e-;;::::;;;p; 1$'.S· .#6'2!; C 
" ,. ,.70 ,., . ;.,O 
112 210 112 210 
tjt: E :m@?W!WdTWlfieFSe 
.32 .. 31 .29 • .31J. .20 .29 
.37 .32 .44 .35 .1.5 .L~2 
Rfl'litHN m *1ii:e~a ;;y M::zeo-,.,...~_·s.1tr ......... Q1ili5Sla;ewf' ... 
1 r = intraclass correlation 
.36 
.27 
.36 
.23 
These estimates did not vary greatly among projects f'Or 
·weights at the same age. Theref'ore, the data from all four 
p1,,,ojects wero pooled to obtai'n a single estimate of' repeata-
. . 
bili.ty of W(:)ights at the two ages. The analyses of variance 
of calf weights i'J:>om whieh project intraclass correlation 
coefficients were detenn:tned are presented in Appendix Table 
V, fo:r 112-de:y weights, and in Appendix Table VI, fDl"' weights 
at 210 days of age. 
!Le22eata~:tlity: of" Wei_g}1ts at 112 Days of' 11.ge 
To determ.ine the portion of variance in calf w0ights 
due to permanent diff01"ences between cows, Heights of calves 
s.t 112 days of' age were analyzed from the pooled de.ta of a.11 
projects by an a11alysis of' variance, as ahown in Table XVII. 
TABLE XVII 
. AMALYSIS OF VARIAMCE OF ALL CORRECTED 
112-Il\Y WEIGHTS 
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Source o.f 
Va:rietion 
Mean Mean Square is s.n 
Tot,al·. 
Calves by 
the same 
cow 
D.F. Sum. ot Squares · Square Estimate· of:. 
1106 
299 
807 
1,047,476 
501,439 
546,037 
lTh.e ave:raage nun1ber o:f :records per cow was 3.68. 
The value obtained :for a' 2e was 676. 6,. which represent.s 
the variance .remaining bGtween calves produced by the same 
co1:1 after adjustme:nts have been ms.de £or some of the sources 
0£ variation due to temporary environmental eff'ects. The 
value of a2c was calculated to he 271.9 using the i'ollowing 
r7'2,.. _ 16.7L1 - 676,6 -. 271 9. u w - , 3.&a. - • , 
in which 1677.1 is the mean square reprosenting the varia-
tion between cows; 676.6 1s the mean 3quara representing the 
variation between calves by the saL1e cow; and 3.68 is tha 
average number of calf' weights for each cow included 1n the 
analysis. 
,..,., 2 ·71 t th i i The value, v c = 2 .• 9, represen s · e ncrease n 
variance between ea1ves having different dams. The sum of 
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these two variance estimates, 0' 20 + ct 2c = 676.6 + 271.9 = 
948.5, provi~es an estimate of the vari~noe of all corrected 
cs.lt weights a"t 112 days of age. 
After rr 2c has been determined., the repeatability of 
112.day calf weights n1ay be calculated as follows: 
Repeatability = .· a' 20 = ~ = .29 
(j 20 + a' 2e 94-S~5 
This fraction or the variance in calf weights, .29, is 
the intracla.ss correlation ooef.fieient between the.112-day 
weights of calves produced by the same cow. The upper and 
loi.rer limits of the 95 per eent con.fidence interval al'e .34 
and .24., respeetively. 
To further determine the effectiveness of culling cows 
.. . . 
on the basis of 112-day weights of their first calves. a 
regression was obt~ined for the average of all weights ts.ken 
later than the first on the weight of the .first calf pro-
duced by the same cow. !he adjusted weight was obtained for 
the first calf produced by each cow included in the study. 
The cows were then divided equally into a high group and a 
lO'l'I group on the basis of the 112-day weights of their first 
calves. The average weights of all calves after the first 
one were then determined for each cow.. A comparison _of. the 
diff'erence between the average we,ights o'f: the f'irst calves 
by these two group,s of cows and the difference between the 
averages of all later calves produced by the same cows give 
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a measure of the repeei:tability of the dam's per.form.a.nee :for 
this trait. 
The ave1·age t'lieight.s of the first calves and of all 
la:cer calves fo1"' the high and low groups ax•e given in Table 
XVIII and are shmtm graphically in Figure l. The herd 
ave:t1tag0 fo.r all 112 ... aay weights was 295 pounds., 
Ave. 
Xnv 
TABLE XVIII 
AVERAGE 112-DAY WEIGHTS OF CALVES FROM 
HIGH AND LOW GROUPS OF COWS SELECTED 
ON lf1HE WEIGHT OF THEIR FIRST CALF 
... 
To:tal No. 
or Calves 
--
High 
Group 
Low 
Grou;e 
112-day ·wt. 
of First Galves 303 318 272 
Ave. 112""day Wt. of 
all Later Galves 805 303 287 
Difference 
~Hie)h-Low). 
46 
16 
From these data the repeatability .of 112 ... aay ealf 
weights may be calculated by dividing the difference between 
the average weights of all ealves sub.sequent to the first by 
the difference between the average weights of the first 
calves produced by cows in the high and low groups. 
Repeatability = ·. 4~,,. = .35 
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!(e;eeatabiliJ;y.., Q%,, 1fo:!Jw.ts at 21Q.. .. Pays of _Ag~ 
Repeatability estimates f'or calf weights at 210 days of 
age were determined by the same methods used to determine 
those for weights at 112 clays of age. The analysis of 
variance of 210-day weights from the pooled data. of' all 
projects is shm,m. in Table XDC. 
Source of 
Variation 
Total 
Cows 
Calves by 
the same 
cow 
TABLE XIX 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ALL 
CORRECTED 210-DAY WEIGHTS 
D.F. 
1147 
297 
850 
StJm of Sgp.ares 
2,200,260 
1,097,869 
1.,102.,392 
i,foan 
Sguare 
Mean Square is an 
Estimate of: 
1296.9 a 2e 
1The average number of records !'or each cow was 3.90. 
The increased variance among calves due to their having 
different dams was calculated as follows: 
T'.ae intraclass correlation of weights by the same cow, 
which provided the estimate of repeatability, ·was calculated 
as the ratio of the variance between eo·r,,rs to the total 
variance as :f'ollo·ws: 
Repeatability= 615;.3 0 = .32 615.3 + 12.,,6.9 
The uppe:r and lower limits of the 95 per cent confi-
dence interve.l are .37 and· .27, respectively. 
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The repeatability estimate for weights at 210 days of 
age was obtained by the regression of all weights subse-
quent to the first on the first weight in the sam~ manner 
tised for 112-day ·weights. The averages for the high and low 
gri;mps are given in Table XX and are shown graphic:ally in 
Figure 2. The herd averages for all adjusted 210-day weights 
was·>+71 pounds. 
From these data, the repeatability of 210-day weights 
was ealeulated by the same manner used for 112-day weights 
and is as follows: 
Ave. 
Repeatability= -H- = .3>+ 
TABLE XX 
AVERAGE 210-DAY WEIGHTS OF CALVES FROM 
HIGH AND LOW GROUPS OF COWS SELECTED 
ON THE WEIGHT OF THEIR FIRST CALF 
Total No. High Low 
of Calves Group Group 
210-day wt. 
of First Calves 301 505 >+37 
Ave. 210-day wt. ot 
All Later Calves 85'1 >+84 lt61 
Difference 
(High-Low) 
68 
23 
318 
Cows with 
heaviest first 
calves at 112 
days 
Herd 295 d = 46 
Average 
Cows with 
lightest first 
calves at 112 
days 
272 
Ave. 112-Day wt. 
of first calves 
303 
d = 16 
2137 
Ave. 112-Day wt. of calves 
later than first 
71 
d = difference between average 112-day weights of calves produced 
by the two groups of cows. 
Figure 1. - - Regression of 112-day weight of later calves on the 
112-day weight of the first calves. Dams divided 
equally into high and low groups on the 112-day 
weight of their first calf. 
16 
Repeatability: 1+6 ::'.35 
505 
Cows with 
heaviest fir 
ca.lves at 210 
days 
Herd ),_ 
Average 
Cows with 
lightest fir 
calves at 210 
days 
437 
d = 68 
Ave. 210-Da.y wt. of 
first calves 
484 
d : 23 
461 
Ave. 210-Day wt. of calves 
later than first 
72 
d: difference between average 210-day weights of calves produced 
by the two groups of cows. 
Figure 2. - - Regression of 210-day weight of all later calves on 
the 210-day weight of the first calves. Dams divided 
equally into high and low groups on the 210-day weight 
of their first calf. 
2.1 Re pea tabili ty : 68 := . 34 
Correlation of' Cal.f Weights-atll2 and 
210 ~ys of' Ag_e 
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Since the repeatability estimates obtained for adjusteo 
ealt weights at 112 and 210 days of age did not differ 
appre-ciably in this study, it appeared that selection would 
be equally effective at either age o.f calf. The other 
purp,o-se -of this study was to determine the relationship 
oetirre-trn 112-day and 210-day weights of the same calves. 
Oorrelat.ion eo0f:ficients were then calculated. bet-ween the 
adjusted l.12-day Qnd 210-day weights o.f the i'irst calves 
produoed by the eows in e.aoh project. These eoe·fticients 
are presented in Table XXI • 
. TABLE XXI 
· C:ORRELA!IONS BETWEEN ADJUSTED 112""'DAY AND 210-DAY 
WElGHTS OF FIRST CALVE$ 
· Pr~j;et. : ~18 6$8 : '. $2€-§. --$~€-}1 
Correlations .66 .8.3 .72 .74 = 
The correlation coeff"icients tor tieights at the two 
ages were.not gl'eatly different considering the relatively 
small number 0£ cows. in ea.eh project. The pooli,.ng of the 
data from the four projt=Jots resulted in a correlation of • 74 
between the weights of the first calves at 112 and 210 days 
of age. '!'he data were then pooled for all calves produced 
1n the four herds .. The correlation coefficient between the 
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average 112 ... day calf weights and the average21Q ... da:y weights 
for all calves pr-odueed by the same eo:w was .found to be .86, 
with. upper and lower limits .at: the 95 per eent con.fidenee 
level of .90 and .83, respectively. This high eo;r:-relation 
indicates that. cows which have the heavia.:st calves at 112 
day's of a:ge usually produce the heavier ealves at 210 days 
of age. lfb:ts was demonstrated by sorting all eows into high 
producing and lowproduo!ng groups baaed upon the 112-day 
weights ·or their first calves. The. same cows were sorted 
again into high and 101111 groups based on the 210 ... day weights 
or their t'iNt ealves. It was :found that 80 per e.ent or the 
co-ws were in the same high or low pt"oduction group at both 
1.12 and 210 days. If' thtt$e c0Ws were sorted into high and 
low production. groups based on the average 112 ... day and 210-
day weights of two oio trH.,re calves, an even h:i.gher percentage 
might be expected to :Pemain 1n the same groups. 
DISCUSSION AND .APPLICATION 
The pri.:me.ry purpose of this study ·was to determine tha 
!n1portance of some of the :factors which int'luence the 112-
day and 210.-da.y weights oi' beet calves whieh were produced 
in herds handled under range conditions. Of particular 
interest was the determination of' the degree to which calf 
weights at the two different a.ges reflected permanent 
effects of the dams. Correction factors. were calculated 
from. the data which were then used to reduce the variati.on 
among calf' weights known to be associated with certain 
SOUl'ces of tamporaPy environmental veriation. 1he removal 
of the average effects o.f these variables !'rom individual 
ealf weights should accentuate real d:t.f.ferencea between the 
producing ability of different dams and make selection based 
upon these adjusted weights more effective. The removal of 
the average ei'feets of these sources of variation left 
considerable variance between calves by the same cow, much 
of whi.eh may be attributed to varying terapora.ry environmen-
tal conditions which were not adequately adjusted for by the 
correction factors whieh were applied. 
The age intercept method was used in this study to 
adjust calf weights to a standard age, since it had been 
found to be reasonably accurt:tte and usable under :t)ractical_ 
conditions. The age. intercept is based on the l"'egression of 
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calf weight on the age of tha calf. Essentially linear 
gi->owth 1$ assumed to occur dm~ing that age period to which 
adju.s tments are to be applied. · 1rhe plotting of.' the average 
calf ~:eights at variot1s ages indicated that groirth l"ate of 
·calves near· 112 days did not deviate greatly from linearity 
1:n this study. The :regression o:r ealf weight. on age near 
112 days in project 670 was found to be 1.83, which is qu.ito 
similar to the :regression of 1-.91 reported by Rollins and 
Guilbert (1954). The corresponding regression coeff'lcient 
of 1.28, obtained by pooling the data from the thr-ee grade 
he1~ds in this study, ttas lower than the regression in 
p1~ojeet 670 or tha·t reported by Rollins and Guilbert (1954). 
Some ot' the s:lowe:r: rate of growth observed in the grade 
herds might have been expected. The grade cot1s dif"f'era.d in 
breeding fro.r11 the pur,ebred .co1,.Js and were sttbjeeted to 
nutritional treatments and management proeedures which Iilight 
have prevented as rapid groivth as that of: the purebred 
cal:ves. Probably or greater importance is the fa.ct that 
more selection for cow productivity has been pvaeticed L'1 
the pu1~ebred l"ierd than in the grade herds. 
· The same trend was noted for the regression o:f weaning 
weight on weaning age. Regression eoef'ficients of 2.23 and 
1.31 were obtaina'Ci in this study i'or projects 670 a.nd the 
pooled data., respectively. Rollins and Guilbert (1954) 
reported a :regrassion of 1.81 i'or, weaning weight near 240 
days of age. Koger and Knox (1945a,. 1945b) reported the 
regress.ion ot: weaning weight on weaning age near 205 days to 
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be 1.21 and 1.33, respectively. Sawyer et al. (1948) found 
that growth was uniform b~tween 25 weeks and 35 ueeks of age 
and that the regression of weight on age at weaning 't-tas 
1.28. Johnson ond Dinkel (1951) reported regress.ion 
coef.ficients o:f 1.85 from Oto 154 days of' age and of .85 
from 155 to 225 days ot: age for purebred calves on South 
Dakota range. Koeh (1951) repol'ted tha reg.ression of' wean-
ing weight on age to be 2.27 for calves averaging 176 days 
of age, Botkin and Whatley (195.3) reported the regression 
o:f weight on age to be 1.46 .for grade calves averaging 217 
days of age. In 1951.i., Burgess et al. reported a regression 
o . f 1.67 :for calves averaging 210 days o:f age, while· Evans et 
al. {19.55) reported regression coefficients of .91 and 1.08 
tor purebred and grade calves, respectively, which averaged 
210 days of age. 
Obviously, regression coefficients reported by the 
various ·workers should not be e~ared directly because of 
the differing conditions under which they were obtained. 
The differences in the regressions emphasize the differences 
in growth rate of ealves in different herds and indicate 
that no '1standard '" set of correction factors is likely to 
adjust with equal aoeuracy weights of' calves raised under 
variable conditions. However, the use of such correction 
factors may make comparisons more accurate than if no 
adjustments are made at all. 
Anothe:r> me'thod which may be used to adjus_t calf weights 
for di.fferences in age is mad·e possible by obtaining two or 
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more weights st ages which bracket the standard ag-e. 
lndividual weights then may be adjusted by making a linear 
interpolation based on the average daily gain of eaeh calf 
during that period. A limited study of these data indicated 
that the age intercept and average daily gain methods made 
about the aame adjustment for ealt we1gbts taken within 30 
days of the standard age. The age intel'cept method was less 
aeeurate for adjusting weights o.f calves whieh deviated 
widel7 .from the average .age. Similar conclusions were drawn 
by Sawy-er et al• (1948) and by Johnson and Dinkel (1951}. 
--<ijptkin (1952) reported that differences between weights 
' ~ ' ' 
corrected by the two methods tvere :particularly noticeable 
for cal.ves which ditfe:red more than ,50 days from the 
standard age. Therefore, the method or obtaining t'1eights 
which bracket the standa;rd age would be of most value to 
those ranchers whose calves a.re dropped during a period of 
sever.al months. The ine1~eased accuracy of' these adjusted 
weights possibly might o.ffset the added labor and expense 
required to take the second reeord. It usually is .. not 
possible to weigh the calves tw1.ce in order to bracket the 
we$ning ag·e since the majority of· calves are sold at 
weaning. However, ·when p:Poductiv1ty of' the dam is estimated 
from calf weights at some other age during the.$uckling 
period, au.ch as weight at 112 days of age, record$ may be 
ta.ken which bracket the s.tanda.rd age. 
If the :ttate of growth du~tng dii'ferent parts. of the 
suckling period is not linear, then correction of tveights on 
tho basis o:f' average daily gain ba,twean bracketed weights 
should be more necurata than correction by means of the 
:regression eoetfieient eover1ng the entire period. 
In this study., sex dif.ferenoes were determined attar 
the ealf weights had been a,djusted to a standard age,. A 
sign;tfic,ant dtf:ference o:r 18 pounds was found between bull 
and h$1fe,r ealves in project 670 at 112 days of age. 
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Rollins and Guilbert (19.54) :t>eported that the ditferenee 
between bulls and heife1"S was not significant at four months 
of a.g,e, al though bull calves gained an average. of .13 of a 
pound more per day than heifers., "'-lhich is an advantage of 
about 1,5 pounds for bulls over heifers at four months. 
At 210 days of age., the bull calves in project 670 
averaged 38 pounds heavier than heifers. Rollins and 
Guilbert (1954) reported that_bulls outweighed heifers by 68 
pounds a.ii 240 days of age. Evans et al. (1955) found that 
bull calves tiare only 22 pounds heavier than heifers at 
. . . . . 
wea11ing. Koch (1951) found that bulls were 44 pounds 
heavier than heifers at 176 days of age but attributed some 
of this ·dif:f'erenee to selection. The older and heavier 
males were left as bulls. In fi!ny herd where some males are 
(HJ.strs.ted and some are left for breeding bulls., selection is 
likely to be an important factor eontributing to differences 
observed between bull and steer ca.l ves at ·weaning. 
Although only,a relatively small number of weights tor 
bull calves were available in project 670, a study of the 
sex differences indicated that differences between bulls and 
steers, on ·ths average, ware small at 112 days of age. 
Adjustment for di:fferences between bulls and steers at 112 
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days of age would probabl,y not be necessary. The difference 
between bulls and steers was more pronounced at 210 days of 
age. 
The di:t"ferenoes betiieen steers and heif"ers in the three 
grade he~cls revealed the same trend at the two standard 
ages. From the pooled data, ateera were heavier than 
heifers by 14 pounds and 27 pounds at 112 and 210 days o:t: 
age, :r:-e:speetively. The$& figures. were used to correct 
female weights to the male equivalent. No direct em11pta1"i ... 
sons were available from previous studies for the sex 
diff"erence at the earlier age. Although the magnitude o.f 
the di.f:ference at 112 days of age was only ab-out one-half 
' 
that at 210 days of age, adjustments .for sex di:t'ferenoes 
. ' 
undaubtedly would be worthwhile also'at the earlier age. 
The difference of 27 pounds betw4!len steer and heife1"' 
weights at weaning was in general agreement with results 
reported by other workers. Koch (1951) .found that steers 
averaged 13 pounds heavier than heifers at 176 days_o:f age. 
Th~sa steers ·i;.rere the cull males of a purebred herd. The 
author coneluded· that this, along with the tact that the 
steers probably had net. sufficiently overcome the setback 
caused by eastration,. resulted in a smaller s:ex difference 
than normally would be obsert'ed, Kog-er and Knox (1945a) 
reported that s.teers. averaged 32 pounds heavier at 205 days 
of age th.an heif'eps •. Rollins and Wagnon (1956) reported 
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that stee.x,s averaged .31 pounds heavier than heifers in a 
herd maintained at a high nutritional. level., while the sex 
difference t'ia;s only 18 pounds in a herd on a loi-r level of 
nutrition. This indicates that the more extreme sex differ ... 
ences might be partially due to varying levels of nutrition, 
but $U:ff:lcient data .ape not available to make a definite 
statement. Most reports in.dieate that the difte:renee 
between steers and heifers in range herds is near 25 pounds, 
·whii"Jh oompar·es favorably ·with the 27 pounds found in this 
s·tudy,. 
Corrections f'or weight differe11ees associated with 
variable ageel of dams ·were made by eorreeting the calf' 
weights ot ef!l.eh age of dam to the average or all ages. The 
deviation o:f the avel'age of @aoh group from the weighted 
average o:f all groups wa.s added to> or subtracted from, the 
weight or eaeh ·calf in.. it.s respective. age of. da111 group. 
Appropriate oorre.etion factors for age. o:t: ~~ni ef:f'ects 
were difficult to obtain 1n this study because O?W_ ~ge. 
gr.oups were not represented. e-qually within Y<:ars,. and not . 
all age ot dam groups were present eaeh year. Cow ages and 
years were completely con!'ounded 1n tt'lo projects~ . lllthough 
age ot daro. inf1u.enees could not be evalua~ed. ~ _th~s.e two 
herds, correetion .tor the ef'f'ects of years automatically 
removed. the e:f'feets of: different ages of dan1 at the same 
time. In project 526-8~ cows four rand ten years of age h~d 
calves in only one year. It was tll(?UE&ht that th~_ 1.'ne.thod of 
comparing ealf weights of these cows with the records made 
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by cows of other ages in the same year would provide the 
most logic_al correction for age of dam. effects in that herd. 
In this group -of cows., the period of maximum production was 
.from six through ten years of age for 'both 112-day and 210"" 
d:ay ealf' weights. 'I'he actual peak of production was at ten 
years and nine years tor weights at 112 and 210 days, 
respectively. 
Calf weight records were available from cows which 
varied from two through nine years of age in project 670. 
The period of maximum production was between fot;tr and eight 
years of age based on os.lr weights at both standard ages. 
The actual peak of production was at seven yea,n~ o.f age for 
112-day weights and eight yea:rs for 210-day weights. In 
this project, age of dam effects on 112-day weights were 
between one-half and two-thirds the size of those at 
weaning. At both ages, the c~rrection factor for a three ... 
year-old cow was about one-t~rd the size of that tor two-
year ... <>l.d eows, while the nine-year-old correction factor ua.s 
about two-thirds the magnitude of that tor eows two years oi' 
age. Less eonfidenco can be plaoed in tho averages of the 
young and old cows than in thos,e of cows in the intermediate 
\ 
age x-ange since the .former contain onJy a small number o!' 
records. 
These age-of-dam di.ti'arences may not be the_same for 
eows under environraental conditions differing from those in 
the present study. However, the production ~urv~f!l obtained 
here were in general agreement with those found in previous 
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studies• Botkin and bJhatley (1953) reported that ton, 
eleven, ::n1d t,irelve-.year-old cows produced heavier ca1i1ea at 
t:1eaning than cow,s of sorn.e you.'!'lger ago g1 .. oups but a tt1"ibuted 
this high level of production in older eows to chance in 
sampling, The age of peak production for beef cows, based 
on weaning weights, was reported to be s.ix years by Knapp et 
al. (1942), seven years by Imox a:nd Koger (19l1.5a) and 
Burgess et al. (19.54), and eight years by Sai;ryer et al. 
(1948). The ages at which the calves were weaned varied in 
these reports, and the averages of the different age groups 
were :not directly comparable. Ilowever, they did indicate a 
definite influence of age of' dam on productivity bs.s0d on 
weaning weights of' ealves. 
Correction factors used to aojust weights of calves i'or 
the eff'0ets of yearly variation w01,,.e computed .f:r•om the data 
to ·which they were to be applied. The confounding of. age of 
dam t-rith years in the two projects, and the climatic varia-
tion within ana amo:n.g years at the three locations .. were 
expected to n1ia.ke year effects markedly diff'erent for the 
.four herds. 
In aaoh herd, year variations had a m:uch more 
pronounced effect on calf weights a.t 210 days or age than at 
112 days of in.gs. Th.is indicates that seasonal variations 
within year.s vtere present and had their greatest influence 
on 210-day weights. This. seasonal variation was probably 
the result o:f the unusually dry and hot late summers which 
have oceurred during the last thx'ee years included in this 
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study• 1t1'eight record.a for calves at 112 days ot age, which 
were not confused by the inte1 ... a.etion of year and age of dari1, 
required little, if' any, adjustment for year differences. 
It cows are compared on the basis of records made in 
the same year~ no adjustment i:s necessary. Weights need be 
adjusted for yearly variation only when cows are corn.pared on 
the basis of one or several records made in diff'eremt years. 
If about the same nura.ber of female·s go into the herd each 
year as replacements, there should be no eonTounding of age 
of dam and year as i1as encountered 1n this study. Tb.is does 
make it nace$sa.cy~ however, to ri1&ke some adjustments for 
both age of dam and year effects when eora.paring cows or 
different ages 'Which have produced aalves in dif'.ferent 
years. 
For the purpose of this study, adjustments for the 
eff'eet.s or treatment and line of breeding differences v1are 
made on an intra-herd basis by correcting the weigh~s.of all 
calves in each lot or line to the average~ of all gr()up~ . in 
each he.rd. ·Group averages we.re obtained aftt:tr the wei$hts 
had been a.djusteo :for tho effects of age of calf', sex o:f 
calf', age of dam, and years.. Although the various treat-
ments t,o which the cows were subjected ril.ight be considered 
good in range herds, significant differences Wf3re_.fou~d 
betv1een lots for both the 112-day and 210-day. we~ghts. 
However, lot and line diff'erenoes were not expressed te> as 
great an extent in 112-da7 weights as they were in ,1eaning 
weights. In each herd, group differences for the earlier 
weight wer-$ about one-hal.f the size o!' the di.fferencas at 
210 days ot age. For the imost part, -oattlem.en compare the 
production of oows that have been handled under similar 
methods of management and have had acoass to the same kind 
of feed. In that ease, treatment diff'er~nces are not 
encountered. If' comparisons are made between cows whieh 
differ markedly in bre.edi11g, the produce1" might wish to 
determine the extent o.f these line differences as a basis 
£or family selectior.1.. 
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Botkin {1952) found s.igni.ficant ~ifferences _ he~ween 
t-reatra.ent groups at weaning •. liowever, adjustment :f'or th~s~ 
ef':t'ects reduced the variance between calves by the sa~e_cow 
and the variance between cows to nearly- the same extent,. 
making little change in the repeatability estimate. His 
- . . .. . 
:f'inal analysis was on_weights whicll wer~.n~t <?Orr~~~<3~_for 
treatmen.t differences. ~f the weightfJ _ o~ calves _Pl'_'_oduced by 
cows in each group were permanently ~Ilfluence~ by tr~a~men~ 
ef!'eets, the repeatability estimate would be biased upl'!ard. 
It was thought that the merth:od used in this_ s_tudr r.:emov_e~ 
tho r11ajor portion o:f' any treatment e:f':t'ects tha_t mi(!ll~ _ have 
permanen.tly a:f.'faeted adjacent records of the same cow. 
Although. the adjustments n1ada _ in this study do not 
necessarily represent the most accurate corrections 
p,o.ssible;1 the procedures raay be us,ed by cattlemen 1rmose 
hards are handled in a manner similar to those in this 
study. 'fha :tnte1ligent appli-cation of' the proper correction 
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eff'eetive than if no aajustments were made. 
The J?epeata.bility of eal.f' weights is that portion of 
the total variation between eor1~ected calf weights which may 
be attributed to permanent di:ff'e1"ences between eoiirs II The 
!'113:rmiining :fz,ac tion of the variance between i;reights is due to 
temporary circumstances which have variable effects on 
di:ffe:t"ent :i?ecords made by the same cow. An estimate of 
repeatability describes the population from which it is 
computed and may not be applicable to herds of different 
breeding or those handled under diffe1"ent climatic condi-
tions or systems o-J: ra.anagement. 
The higher the repeatability of the trait, th\9 more 
accurately producing ability can be predicted from a single 
t>ecord. lfuen the repeatability of' a t1..,ait is low, it m.ay 
require an average of several records to estimate the real 
producing ability of an individual cow. 
Lush (1911.5) states that the ''lnost; probable producing 
ability of the cow 
nr ( ) 1-r 
= '1"'-_, ) · · r X her average record + 7l-r{" + (,,...,,,1 \ i--r · + ( nr~ \ , Lb , 
x (the herd average).n 
In the equation, n is the number of records, and r is the 
repeatability of the trait in question. '11he fraction 
......... nr .. ,- shows how much confidence can be placed in the 
l + (n-1 r 
cow's average a.s an im::1ication of her :r.•oal producing 
ability, ·rable XX.II (from Lush., 19l~5) shows the progress 
that can be made by selection for traits with different 
2 
3 
,~. 
PROGRESS 1iiriE1'1 SELECTING BE'l:WEEii ANIMALS WITH n 
RECORDS EACH., AS A P,!IJLTIPLE OF1 THE PROGRESS 
HHICii COULD BE MltDE BY SELECTIMG BETh.i'EEN 
TFIBl4 wm;N THEY RAD Olu,Y ONE R'EC ORD EACB). 
1.35 1.29 1.24 1.20 1.15 1 .. 12 1 08 . . 1.05 
1.58 1.L~6 1.37 1.29 1.22 1.17 1.12 1.07 
1.75 1.58 l.ll5 1.35 1.26 1.20 1.14. 1.08 
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6 2.00 1.73 1 • .55 1.41 1.31 '1.22 1.15 1.10 l .Ob,. 
10 2.29 1.89 1.6~t 1.47 1.35 1.25 1.17 1.10 
~ Iii'~--~~ 
" 
i;Ui?:n« .,, qfrttrrtr .it 
r = repeatability o:r the trait 
n = number of records for each animal 
1Lush, Jay L. 1945. !,.ni!Jla.l Breeding, P:J.aa~.· p. 17.5. 
E:stimat,es of'· repeatability of ealf weights obtained in 
the present study indicate that about 30 per cent of' the 
variation in calf' weights at both 1.12 and 210 days of age 
may be attributed to pe1"manent differo.nces bottieen cows. 
Es·cimates obta.ined by the r0g1"e21sion of all subsequent; 
records on the .first record were slightly higI:ier than those 
obtained by the intraclass correlation met,hod. This might 
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indicate that the fi:J::s·I; reco:i;•d predicts future production a 
b:lt more reliably than latter single recm."ds. Actually, 
coni.'idence intervals of the intraclass correlation coeff'i-
cients cover all estimates, indicnting no real differences 
among the repeatsbili ty estimates obtained at the t110 ages. 
Botkin (19.52) observed that tho repeatability estin1at0 for 
·weaning weight was higher when obtained from the reg:i:-,ession 
method th:an that determ.ined from an intraclass correlation 
coefficient. Gregory et al. (1950) founa a higher correla-
tion between first e.nd second weaning weights than between 
.first and third or second and third weights. Similar 
results l'11ere reported by Koger and :Kno1i: (1947). 
T'ne :repeatability estimates of .29 and .35 for 112-day 
1r1eights obtained from the pooled data are in close agreement 
with the estimate of .34. reported by Rollins and Guilbert 
(1954) ror growth from bil~th to four n1onths o.f age. The 
cows in their study were maintained on ir1"igated pastures 
the greater part of the year~ ·while those in the present 
study were handled under range con.ditions. Rollins and 
irfo.gnon (1956) concluded that different levels of' nutrition 
did not appreciably affect repeatability estimates, although 
it did af'fect the average performance of the two herds 
studied. For weaning weight., repeatability estim.ates of .32 
and .3h are lower than most estimates reported by other 
workers. Rollins and Guilbert (1954) reported the repeata-
bility of' 240-day weight to be .48. Repeatability estimates 
of ·weaning weight have been reported to be .49 by Koger and 
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Knox {1947)., . • 52 by Koch (1951), .35 to .50 by Grego17 et 
al. (19,50), and ,43 and ,49 by Botkin and klhatley (19$3). 
Koch and Clark (1955a) reported the :repeatability of 182-day 
1trnaning weights and gains i'ro:m birth to weaning to be .34, 
which is quite eor,1pe.rabla to the estimates obtained for 
weaning i1eight in the present study. 
Se1ectio:roi. for cow p:r·oductivity is directed toward 
ine:raeasing the average weaning we.ights of the calves, s.ince 
that is the time when a majorit-y of the calV"es are sold. 
i'heref<r.ee,, the value o:f culling cows 011 the basis of 112-day 
calf weights depends largely on the relationship of' weights 
at 112 and 210 days of age. 
The correlation coefficient between 112 and 210 .. day 
weights of the first ealves,. as calculated from the pooled 
data, was .74. The eorre-lation between the average 112-ds.y 
weights and the average 2.10-day weights of all calves 
p:t>oduced by the same cow was .86. This high xaela.t:$.onship 
between Wl9ight.s at the t·wo ages was demonstra.tad b-y dividing 
all cows .into high and low producing groups based on the 
112-day weights of their .first oalves. It was found that 80 
per cent of the cows remained in the same high or low groups 
when they were sorted on the basis of the 210.-.day weights o:f 
their first calves. It was concluded that tha cows which 
have the heavier calves at 112 days of age usually will have 
the heavier calves at 210 days of age. Rollins and Guilbert 
(1954) reported that the cor:r,elation between growth from 
birth to fom; r1onths of age and 240-day weaning weights of 
calves by the sa:m.e cmi was .91. 
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From Table XXII, it may be seen that progress by selec-
tion fo1"' a trait with the :repeatability of .30 would he 
increased by approximately 25 per cent by the inclusion of 
the second reoord. T'n.e addition of more records would 
increase tho accuracy in predicting future product;ion, but 
to a decl"EH:1,sing extent for· each additional record. 
The value of including the second or later records will 
depend, to some extent, o:n the amount of culling which ean 
be Pl"&cticed. In most breeding hex•ds, rriueh of tho selection 
emphasis :must be placed on factors other than productivity. 
A large percent!9,ge of' the heifers dropped each year must be 
saved fo:r., replacements. 'I1herefore, since only a small 
nurnbel" of cows can be culled on the basis of' productivity 
alone, the poorest producers could he culled after the first 
1,,ecord with little danger of' culling the cows above average 
in productivity. 
If the l"«epeats.b:llity estimates obtained from these data 
for weights at the tw.o ages. mtty be ass1.1TI1ed equally reliable 
i'ox• e..ppraisix~ cow pi•oduct:I.vity, the breeder• can cull the 
very low producing cows on the basis of 112-day_calf weights 
without reducing the e.ff'ectiveness of selection. This would 
permit flexibility of managc.:mwnt procedures which could 
result in more effective selection r-md more economical 
production in some herda. The results of this study indi-
cate ths.t 112-dny weights are not influenced as much by 
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seasonal variations or by differences between bull and steer 
calves as 210-day weights, allowh1g more accurate 
comparisons between weights at 112 days than at 210 days 
when no eorrections are ma.de for these e.ffeots. 
The breeder might desire to reduce the size .of the herd 
dw;aing unfavorable grazing seasons, or he might wish to 
market cull cows be.fore the oe.lves are weaned. The lowest 
producing heifers could be culled on the basis of their 
first calf's weight Qt 112 days with little fear of culling 
the best producing cows. If older cows are culled at the 
same tir11e., the b:t-eedar could use the 112-day t'il'eight.s of 
their cal~es if no earlier weight :records were available 
upon whioh to make a decision. However., if two or more 
earlier records were available for the older cows., an 
average of' these probably would be of' more value in 
appraising productiv.ity than a single 112-day weight in view 
or the degree of' the repeatabilities involved. 
Some breeders might wish to seg:raga.ta the cull cows and 
thei:r- calves from the breeding herd early in the sunn11.er 
based on the 112-da:y weights or their calves. The calves in 
the cull group might be handled differently to prevent 
eeonora.ic loss o.ften encountered in the ma:rket.ing or stunted 
calves. Pu1-.ebred 'breeders who creep feed all calves might 
:find the 112.aay weights of more value in appraising cow. 
productivity •. The earlier weight is useful ror. apprai_sing 
dif'feronces in oow p.roductivity in. ~hose herds lfhicll Pl:O_du<?e 
calves that are sold early in the suckling period .for veal. 
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Of importance, also, is the taot that the s,tandard age 
ot 112 days may be bracketed with weights .from which age 
correct.ions may be obtained. The adjustment ot calf weights 
by theil.'l individual average daily gains &.u•i~ that period 
.appears to be more accurate than the age intercept. method 
tor weights beyond 30 days either side of the standard age._ 
Therefore, this method of standardizing weights to a eomraon 
age would have its greatest advantage in those herds 1n 
which ea'lves are dropped over a. period bf several months. 
The res,ults of this sttldy do not give evidence that 
112-day weights mol'"e accurately measure'differences in 
milking ability than 210-day weights1, although it is 
possib1e ·th.a t the ear1iex• records do contain more of the 
maternal ett~cts thnn those at weaning. 
Repeatability and heritability can be directly compared 
. . 
only: 1.t' estimates have been obtained from the ~ame data. No 
her1tabtlity estimates ware made 1n this study. Gregory et 
al. (19$0) obtained heri.tability est.mates for weaning 
v:re1ght \Ihioh we:re higher than repeatab111 ty estimates from 
the same data. Koch and Clerk (1955a) found that the 
her1tab11it-y cf weaning weight was .24, as compared to the 
repeatabili.ty of .34 determined trom the same data. Knapp 
and llordskog (1946) obtained he:ritab1lity estim.ates£or 
weaning weights ot .12 and .30, as determined by the intra.-
sire eorrelat1on and the sire-.-off'spring regression, 
respectively. fJ.'h.e he.r1tab1lit'3" estimate reported bJ Kn.app 
and Clark (19~0) was •. 28. Other heritability estimates 
~anged front .23 to .11 for weaning weight, as reported by 
Shelby a·t el. (19:55} and Koeh and Clerk (19.5.sb). 
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SUMMARY 
The purpose of' ·this study was to determine the value of 
using weights of calves at 112. E"iays of age, e.e compared to 
210-day weights, to estimate the producti"ve ability ct range 
beef' e.o'\sm, The aeeuracy of p:r>edicting 210-day weights from 
weights at 112 days of age for the snmEi calves also was 
determined. 
Data were obtained fron1 four herds maintained at three 
locations. · Analyses were ma.de on an intra ... J.:lerd: basis and 
the data were pooled when possible. The investigation 
inelutled weights near 112 days of' age for 1,110 calves 
producced by 303 c,otv'.s and 1,-.reaning weights for l, 151 calves 
produced by 301 cows. Only cows which had calved at least 
twice during the period from. 1950 through 19.55 were included 
in the analyses. 
lfhe average age at which 112-day weights were obtained 
i.ras 110 days with a standard deviation of: 15 days. 'l'he 
average unadjusted weight at this age ws.s 279 pounds with a 
standard deviation ot 42 pounds. The average age at weaning 
was 208 days with El standard deyiation of 1,9 days,. while the 
s:verage weaning weight was 4.54 pounds wit'h a standa:rd 
deviation of' 6:5 pounds. 
The effects o:t: several sources of variation on calf 
weights at the two ages were studied, and correction terms 
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were used to adjust calf weights for these differences. 
Weights were adjusted to the .standard ages of 112 and 210 
days by use of the age intercept method. Corrections were 
made for the effects of sex of calf, age of dam at calving., 
years, and treatment or line of breeding differences .. 
1,/eights of heifer calves were adjusted to the bull 
equivalent weight in the purebred herd by the addition of 18 
pounds to age-adjusted 112-day w·eights and the addition of 
38 pounds to age-adjusted weights at 210 days of age. Steer 
calves averaged 14 pounds heavier than heifers at 112 days 
of age and 27 pounds heavier at 210 days of age in the grade 
herds., tveights were adjusted for the effects of age of dam, 
year, and treatment or line of breeding by correcting the 
weights of calves in each group to the average of all groups 
on an intra-herd basis. 
Repeatability estimates for weights at the two ages 
were determined from the pooled data of the four herds by 
the intraclass correlation and the regression method of 
analysis. 
Repeatability estimates obtained for weight at 112 days 
of age were .29 and .35, as determined by the intra.class 
correlation and the regression methods, respectively. 
Estimates obtained for weights at 210 days of age were .32 
by the intra.class correlation and .-31;. by the :regression 
methods. The correlation between weights at 112 days and 
210 days of age for calves produced by the same cow was .86. 
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The results o.f' this study indicate that repeatab1lit1es 
oi: weights at the t:tro standard ages t-Jere not appreciably 
dif'te;l'.'ent. and that a portion at the <H>WS producing the 
lightest ealves·at·112 days of age may be culled from the 
herd with little f'ear of culling cotis which· have· avsrage or 
above average ability to produce heavy calves. The high 
e orrelation betvreen 112-day l:teights and weights at 210 days 
of age indieates that,. with .few exeeptions, eows having 
heavial" ealves at the earlie:r: age prioduce heavier calves at 
210 da7s of $.ge. 
Under earta1n managen1.ent ocmdit1ons;t selection tor cow 
produetivi ty on the basis ot ll2•d.ay calf' weights may have 
,an •oonomic advantage over selection based on the we!gl1ts o:t: 
the ,Sst11e calves at 210 days of age. 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX TABLE r 
AGE Alf)) WEIGHT RANGES O'F UNCORREC~ 
DATA BY PROJECTS 
10:3 
l~o~ie~t. . ::::: .. I '.§iq .·E;~o ~.2~-§ 
. : : - 52g~y.:;·, ; - - < • • f 
Sta:miard 
Age · (day,} 112 210 112 210 112 210 112 210 
Age Range 
(d.ays,) 114 142 96 105 68 95 64 103 
Weight .. 
Range (lbs.) 300 36·5 300 385 180 27'0 140 290 
APPENDIX TABLE !I 
COVARIAICE ANALYSIS OF UNADJlfSTED DATA FROM 
. PROJECT 650-NEAR 112 DAYS -
Sou:rees D.F. Sum 2 Sum xy Sum ·-y2 X· 
. ,... r .. {ae;eJ \W§i,&ht) b . 
Total 495 102;.502 170,hOS 852,898 
Subo:lasa 79 21,800 10,511 254,680 
Lots 1 2,282 15,.472 23,127 
Y~ars 4 5,060 -12,430 111,646 
Sex l 2 252 26,214 
LXY 28 8,211 l;-824 67,473 
LxS 7 559 -11,199 13,1T5 
l"x$ 4 1,627 1,931 49-2 
:txYxa 2'8 4,.059 14,661 ll.953 
Intraclass 416 80,102 160,.094 598,218 
-~OUF£?S i 
Total 
Subclass 
Intraclass 
Total 
Subclass 
Intraclass 
Total 
Subclass 
Intraclass 
Total 
5ub~lase 
!ntrae la.as 
APPENDI;K TABLE .II! 
ANALY'SIS OF .COVARIANCE OF. CALF WEIGHTS 
·. NEAR 112 DAYS OF AGE BY PROJECTS . . . 
.. 
.. 
. D. F ·, ,;o ~x~-
, ___ 
~::cz 
. 2 
:,I • . , . '. 1 . ·11 1.1. .. -~;z . 
P:J?oje.ct 6ZQ 
253 94,176 157,288 745,031 
8.3 55,546 50,727 408,,084 
170 38,.630 106,561 336,,947 
Pro.ie;t 6SO 
495 102,502 170,605 852,898 
79 21,800 l0,511 254 680 , . 
416 80,702 160,094 598,218 
ProJect. 526-§. 
230 26-,902 30,.582 244.,.107 
91 12,617 9,,2.56 116,8:28 
1.39 14,285 21,.326 127,.279 
J!1:o,3eet 226 .. w 
157 22,.62:5 30,J64 162,809 
.35 5,044 9.,519 63,876 
122 17,581 20,BL~.5 98,933 
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:e 
• 
1.6·7 
2.76 
1.56 
1.26 
1.14 
1.49 
1.37 
1.19 
Souree 
Total 
Subclass 
Intracla.ss 
'?otal 
Subclass 
Intraclass 
Total 
Subclass 
Intraclass 
Total 
Subclass 
Intraclass 
APPENDIX TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE. OF CALF WEIGHTS 
NEAR 210 DAYS OF AGE BY PROJECTS 
D.F. ~x2 ~xy ~t 
Project 670 
251+ 129,069 268,:806 l,686,>to6 
88 71,1+76 .i>+o,169 1,059,931.t-
166 57,593 128,637 626,472 
_froJect 650 
5lt4 181,015 21+6,959 2,083,356 
87 37,629 59,848 900,985' 
1+57 J)+J,386 187,lll 1,182,371 
Project 226 .... s 
230 ;2,680 68;464 577,639 
91 23,536 39,5"82 337,602 
139 29,141+ 28,882 21+o,037 
'Project 226-W 
152 65,319 90,656 568,806 
35 13,91;.3 12 lt-66 
' 
283,581 
ll? ;1,376 78,190 285 22, , 
105 
2.08 
2.23 
1.31 
1 •. 30 
.99 
106 
APPENDIX TABLE V 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF ADJUSTED 
112"DAY WEIGHTS BY PROJECTS 
ean 
Source D.F. Sum of Squares Sguare Egtimate of: 
Pror1e5:t 6zo 
Total 228 280,199 
Between cows 76 152,015 2 , 000 if2e + 2.97 (T 2C 
Within cows 152 128,184 843 <T 2e 
f;r;:2 l~stt gSC 
Total 493 519, 018 
Between cows 108 230, 569 2,135 <r 2e + 4 . 55 <r2c 
Within cows 385 288, 449 749 <r 2e 
Pro,Ject ~26- S 
Total 231 149 ,230 
Between cows 61 60 , 843 997 q 2e + 3.74 ct2c 
Within cows 170 88 , 387 .520 q' 2e 
Prorlect ,226-W 
Total 1.54 99, 029 
Between cows 54 58 , 012 1, 074 o'2e + 2. 88 cr2c 
Within cows 100 41 , 017 410 t:r2e 
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PENJ)DC TABLE VI 
AMALYSIS OF 1/ARI.AI'fGE OF ADJUSTED 210-DAY 
WEIGH'I'S BY PROJECTS 
SOUl"Ce 
.,..,,.Ill.. . :sr 
Total 229 
Between cows 75 
Within COWS 15~~ 
Total 
Betwasn cows 110 
Total 2Jl 
Within cows 170 
Total 
Within cows 
P;r,oiect 670 f . ••• 
607,252 
324,lL~O 
283,112 
Project 6~0 
1,055,.534 
498,959 
556,575 
3~.8, 752 
16.5,048 
183,.701.i( 
.. -
I"'iean 
9..9.ua~e 
4,322 
1,838 
1,288 
2,706 
1,181 
E.r.s:i ;ieet $J~6-tJ' 
188,723 
109.,722 
79,001 
Estimate of: 
Iii Mil 
a' 2e + 4-. 90 cf 2c 
d 2e 
<t2e + 3 .7!1. d 2c 
a'20 
• 
670 
650 
526-s 
526-W 
Pooled 
APPENDIX :l'ABLE VI.I 
A!TALYSIS OF ERRORS OP ESTXHATE PROM AVERAGE REGRESSION WITHIN URPS ADD 
POOtED REGRESSION COE..WFIOIDf OF 'WEIGHT ON AGE. NEAR 112 DAYS 
X i 
170 .38,6.30 70 660 
. ' 
340,186 
416 79,702 100,094 594,218 
1)9 14,285 21,.326 127,279 
122 17,:581 20,81.1,5 98.933 
847 150,198 212,925 1,160,616 
Deviations from Average !ntre.clss·a 
:Regression withi..n Herds 
r.~viations :from Individual He1 .. ,d 
Regression 
Differences Between IndividUal Herd 
Regressions 
b --Sums O[ ~fl~S.l:'eS 
1.8.3 210,938 169 
i.26 468,51$ 415 
1.49 95,442 138 
, 19 
-·· 
74,218 121 
1.42 
858,767 8h6 
81!-9,113 84.3 1_,007..3 
9,654 3 B ·" 3,21 .o·,r 
it- Probability of chance occurrence l&as than .05. 
I-"' 
0 
co 
APPSNDJ:X TABLE VIII 
.ANALYSIS OF EBRORS OF ESTIMATE FROM AVERAGE REGRESSION WITHIN HERDS AND POOLED 
. RBORESS!ON .· COEffICIENT OF . WEIGH! Oif AGE NE.AB 210 D~YS . . . 
Intrjolass-ffiifus -of Squares and Products . Errors of Jt.s.tiriiate 
ProJeot D.F. Sum x.2 · Sum xy · Sum y2 b · Sums of Sguares IJ.F. · M,·sl, · 
670 
650 
526-S 
526-w 
Pooled 
166 57,5'93 128;63'7 626;1+72 2.23 
·457 11t3,J86: 187,111 1,182,371 1.31 
139 51;.376 78,190 28;,22, 1.52 
117 29,144 28.882 21+0.,037 
879 281,499 422,820 2,3:31+,105 
Deviat.ions from Average Intraclass 
Regression Within Herds 
Deviations from Individual Herd 
Regressions 
Differences Between Individual 
Herd Regressi.ons 
.99 
1.50 
** Probability of cha.nee occurrence less than .• 01. 
339,151+ 165 
938,201 lt56 
166,226 138 
211,1+15 116 
1,699,017 8?8 
1,654,996 8?5 1,891.ti-
44,021 3 11+' 6~3· . 7**-' ',I - e : . 
i...i 
0 
'° 
APPENDIX 'fABLE IX 
ANALYSIS OF ERROR$ OF ESTIMATE FROM AVERAGE REGRESSION WI'f:IIl'iT HERDS AlltD 
POOLED REGRESSION OOEFFICIEft OP WEIGHT ON AGE .NEAR 112 DAYS 
Intrac,lasa- Sums-of~Sgpare,s and! Prijuctp-. E:rrors. 9:r Estimate _ .· .. -
PPo.ieet D.F, $wn x,2 . Stlll'! XY Sura y2 b ~of Squares. D.F. M.S. 
650 416 79,702 100,094 59ih218 
526-s 139 14.,285 21,326 127.,279 
526 .... w 122 17.,581 20,845 98,933 
Pooled 677 111.,568 142,265 a20,430 
Deviations froro. Averag® Int,raclass 
Regression Within Herds 
Deviations from Individual Herd 
Regrossions 
Differences Between Individual 
Hera Regressions 
1.26 468,515 415 
1.49 95,442 138 
1.19 74,218 121 
1.28 
639,022 676 
638,175 674 946.8 
847 2 423.5 
·-
J,..I 
I-' 
0 
APPENDIX TABLB X 
AllALYSIS OF ERRORS OF ESTXM'Aifi. FROM AVEM.GE BEGRE$SI.Oif WlTR!N HERDS AND 
POO~ REGRESSION.OOEF.FICD~ 011 l#l$IGBT ON AGE NEAR.210 DAYS 
F~QktEtct __ · D.F •. ~Sum x~- _ium_ ,cr__. Sum ,r: ·~-b 
650 457 143,386 187.,lll 1,182,371 1.31 
526-S • 139 29,144 28;882 240,037 ~99 
526-'W . 117 51.,376 78,190 285,225 1.52 
Pooled · 71.3 223,906 294,183 1,707.,6.33 1.31 
Deviations fr~_Average Intraelass 
Regression W:tthin Herds 
D0viat1ons from Individual llerd 
Regressions 
Diff'e1-;ences Between Individual 
Herd Regre~sions 
. sums 9£ Sgua:res -. - D.F. . .. M.t}-e .. 
<},38,201 456 
2J.l,415 138 
166,226 116 
1,321,.115 712 
1,315,842 710 1,853 • .3 
$,273 2· 2,636-.5 
• t-' 
. i-' 
; f-1 
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